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This is a report by the Majority Staff of the Committee on Energy and Commerce on the
bipartisan investigation of the Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) regulatory
processes and management practices.
This investigation was prompted by allegations to the effect that Chairman Kevin J.
Martin has abused FCC procedures by manipulating or suppressing reports, data, and
information. Allegations of a broken process at the FCC came from current and fanner FCC
employees, telecommunications industry representatives, and even other commissioners, and
were often reported in the press.
In short, there were a number of indications that things were amiss at the FCC: Most
prominently, these issues seemed to come to a head with the Commission's consideration of the
13th Annual Video Competition Report, in November 2007.1
Against this background, on December 3,2007, Chairman Dingell wrote to FCC
Chairman Kevin J. Martin, noting "an apparent breakdown in an open and transparent regulatory
process" at the FCC, and posing an initial set of questions "to ensure that the Commission
processes are fair, open, and transparent, and that they serve the public interest."
In an undated letter received by the Committee a few weeks later, Chairman Martin
specifically agreed to adhere to the requirements ofthe Administrative Procedure Act (APA) and
2
to make all but one of the management improvements requested by Chairman Dingell. In his
letter, however, Chairman Martin refused to agree to "publish the text of proposed rules
sufficiently in advance of Commission meetings for both (i) the public to have a meaningful
opportunity to comment and (ii) the Commissioners to have a meaningful opportunity to review
such comments."
While Chairman Martin is technically correct that the AP A does not require that he
publish the actual text, his reply was a red flag that all was not well. Transparency was plainly
not a priority.
On January 8, 2008, Chairman Dingell, Subcommittee Chairman Stupak, and Ranking
Members Barton and Shimkus, sent a letter to Chairman Martin announcing "a formal
investigation into FCC regulatory practices to determine if they are being conducted in a fair,
open, efficient, and transparent manner." This letter was followed by an extensive, bipartisan
request for records on March 12,2008.

1 The fact that the other Commissioners
were frustrated with the operation of the Commission under Chairman
Martin is evidenced by a memorandum to Chairman Martin's Chief of Staff from senior staff in the four other
offices, outlining an array of process problems and proposing remedies. See Memorandum to Dan Gonzalez,
November 27 Open Meeting, Commission Internal and Meeting Procedures, Nov. 16,2007 (Exhibit 1).
2 See Letter from Chairman Martin to Chairman John D. Dingell, undated (December 2007) (Exhibit
2).
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Over the course of the investigation, the Committee staff reviewed several hundred
thousand documents (both hard copy and electronic), including 95 boxes of paper documents;
conducted 73 interviews of current and former FCC employees and individuals associated with
the telecommunications industry; solicited and received e-mails from FCC employees and
contractors at a secure e-mail address established for this purposer' and reviewed dozens of
allegations that were delivered by hand, fax, phone, and mail.
As discussed in more detail below, we found:
•

There are instances in which the Chairman manipulated, withheld, or suppressed
data, reports, and information. Chairman Martin withheld important and relevant data
from the other Commissioners during their consideration of the 13th Annual Video
Competition Report in an apparent attempt to enable the Commission to regulate cable
television companies. In addition, Chairman Martin's manipulation of the Second A La
Carte Report may have damaged the credibility of the Commission, and certainly
undermined the integrity of the staff. Moreover, it was done with the purpose of
affecting congressional decision-making, in that it was issued as a report to Congress.

•

Important Commission matters have not been handled in an open and transparent
manner, thereby raising suspicions both inside and outside the Commission that
some parties and issues are not being treated fairly. Chairman Martin's peremptory
reversal of the First A La Carte Report's conclusions without seeking further public
comment or conducting further studies gives the impression that the issue was not
handled openly and fairly. Our investigation confirmed this impression.

•

The Commission has failed to carry out some important responsibilities. The
Commission's oversight of the Telecommunications Relay Service Fund has been lax at
best. The Chairman's office appears to have ignored evidence that the ratepayers have
been overcharged, while the companies providing Telecommunications Relay Service
have been overcompensated, potentially by as much as $100 million per year. In
addition, the Commission has failed to submit statutorily required reports to Congress.
Finally, the Commission took months to respond to our records request, and many
records are still outstanding." The Commission has yet to produce numerous emails and
other electronic records covered by our records request.

•

Chairman Martin's heavy-handed, opaque, and non-collegial management style has
created distrust, suspicion, and turmoil among the five current Commissioners.
Relations among Commissioners are not collegial. Chairman Martin does not afford his
fellow Commissioners direct and unfettered access to the Commission staff and their

3 We

established a web address, fccinvestigarion@maiLhouse.gov, that FCC employees and others could use
without fear of their e-mail being seen by others. The March 12, 2008, letter required Chairman Martin to notify all
employees and contractors of this e-mail address. More than 100 e-mails were received.
4 Due to allegations about the FCC General Counsel's role in withholding records produced by agency employees,
we requested the General Counsel to produce all documents that he withheld on the basis that they were
"unresponsive." We have yet to receive those records.
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expert advice, thereby hindering the ability of the other Commissioners
duties of their offices and the work ofthe Commission,
•

to carry out the

Commission staff have not been efficiently managed. Within a few days of taking
office, Chairman Martin imposed a major reshuffling of FCC staff throughout the agency.
While a certain amount of reorganization is not unprecedented for a new chairman, it was
highly unusual in both its breadth (nearly every senior position at the agency changed
hands) and its depth (even a number of non-management line staffers found themselves
inexplicably reassigned)." In some instances, senior employees with extensive
experience and expertise were reassigned to junior-level positions, a senseless waste of
resources. It appears that some important Commission proceedings were delayed as a
result.

There is evidence that since our investigation began Chairman Martin has taken some
small steps to address some of these problems. For example, we are told that he has initiated
regular press conferences and publicized hearing agendas in a timely fashion. We understand
that the Commission staff is now being engaged in certain matters where it was largely ignored
in the past.
The detailed results of our investigation are laid out below. A few allegations were
received so recently that they have not been investigated and are not included here. We have
also excluded matters that seemed trivial per se. Still other allegations have not been adequately
investigated because the FCC has not yet produced all of the records requested by the
Committee.
Normally, in the course of an investigation of this nature we would recommend that a
hearing be held to receive testimony from witnesses and to further examine the issues. Due to
the climate of fear that currently pervades the FCC, however, we found that key witnesses were
unwilling to testify or even to have their names become known. Therefore, we recommend that
the Committee issue this report in lieu of a hearing to protect the many honest people who came
forward under a promise of protection or anonymity.
We provided Chairman Martin and key members onus staffwith an opportunity to meet
with us to discuss the matters addressed by this investigation. Letters of invitation were sent to
Chairman Martin; his Chief of Staff, Daniel Gonzalez; his former senior counsel, Catherine
Bohigian; the Inspector General, Kent Nilsson; and the Chief of the Public Safety and Homeland
Security Bureau, Derek Poarch. Chairman Martin, Mr. Gonzalez, and Mr. Poarch all ignored our
invitation. Ms. Bohigian and Dr. Nilsson declined to meet/'

See, e.g., "All Shook Up: Martin Remakes FCC," Multichannel News, October 17,2005.
Dr. Nilsson refused to meet on the grounds that he would not be permitted to have two members of his staffpresent
and that no transcript would be kept of the meeting. Dr. Nilsson cited no legal basis for his demands and there is
none.
5

6
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ISSUES
1. Overcharging Consumers for the Telecommunications Relay Service (TRS) Fund
Allegation
Chairman Martin ignored internal warnings that rates proposed for providers ofTRS
services were too high and permitted an unjustified rate increase that will cost consumers as
much as $100 million per year in excess charges. This change reportedly allowed the dominant
TRS provider to reap millions of dollars in excess of that permitted by regulation.

Findings
Title N of the Americans with Disabilities Act requires the FCC to ensure that
telecommunications companies offer special telephone services to people with hearing or speech
disabilities that allow them to communicate with hearing people.' This requirement has been
interpreted to include interstate traditional TRS, speech-to-speech relay service, and captioned
telephone service, as well as intrastate and interstate video relay service (VRS), and Internet
Protocol relay service (IP Relay). All of these services are referred to as TRS.
People with hearing or speech disabilities are not required to pay for these services.
Instead, the companies providing the service receive compensation from the TRS Fund, which
was created by the FCC for that purpose'
The TRS Fund is financed by contributions from all interstate telecommunication
companies, based on a percentage of their revenues," The companies then pass these charges on
to their customers. Thus, in effect,all users of interstate telephone service contribute to the
Food. This charge varies from about 7 to 20 cents per month, depending on the State in which
the taxpayer is located. The TRS Fund has now grown to more than $800 million. 10
The TRS Fund was originally intended to compensate telephone companies for their
actual reasonable costs (in effect, their marginal costs) in providing the service. Since the
institution of this program, however, the FCC adopted such high compensation rates for VRS
service that stand-alone, for-profit companies began to offer VRS on a national basis. The FCC
also decided to compensate VRS providers for not only the marginal costs of providing the
service, but also for providing free VRS equipment, free installation, free maintenance, free calls,
and free long distance. 11

See Americans With Disabilities Act, Pub. L. No. 101-336, § 401, adding Section 225 to the Communications Act
of 1934, 47 U.S.c. § 225.
8 See 47 c.P.R. § 64.604(c)(5)(iii).
~See 47 C.P.R. § 64.604(c) (5)(iii)(A).
10 See Order, Telecommunications Relay Services and Speech-to-Speech Services for Individuals With Hearing
Disabilities, CG Doc. No. 03-123, adopted and released June 24,2008, p.7.
II See Memorandum from Tom Chandler, The Interstate TRS Fund and the compensation ofTRS providers, June 22,
2007 (referred to hereinafter as Chandler Memo)(Exhibit 3).
7
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the compensation. Moreover, the VRS program has grown very rapidly. The monthly VRS
minutes for which VRS providers received compensation grew from 35.000 in June 2002, when
12
the service was first widely offered, to 4.9 million in April 2007.
The FCC is responsible for protecting the integrity of the TRS Fund.13 FCC regulations
limit TRS providers to compensation for their "reasonable costs," which are defined by the
Commission as actual costs plus a set percentage return on investment (ROI).14
The main issues raised by the allegation above is whether the FCC is overcompensating
VRS providers and whether the Commission is adequately verifying the claims for Fund
reimbursement made by the carriers. Each of these issues is discussed below.
Overcompensation
In a highly informative memorandum addressed to senior FCC officials in June 2007, the
Chief of the Disability Rights Office, Thomas Chandler, outlined major problems with the FCC's
administration of the TRS program and the TRS Fund. According to Mr. Chandler, a single
VRS company [Sorenson Video Relay Services] provides 82 percent of all VRS minutes.
Continued Mr. Chandler:
"... we know that the dominant provider was overcompensated
million in calendar 2006 and $57 million in calendar 2005 ....

artroximately
"

$80

Mr. Chandler went on to point out that,
"This compensation in excess of costs increases the Fund size. We also know that, with
the same compensation rate, some of the smaller providers lost moneyr'"
This was not the first time that Mr. Chandler had warned FCC officials of problems with
the TRS program. In a May 21, 2007, e-mail. Mr. Chandler provided "a few thoughts on VRS
compensation rates." Among other things, he expressed his frustration with the way in which the
Commission had let the program get out of hand, observing that.
"We have lost our moorings, with terrible and frustrating consequences (not the least of
which is the size of the Fund and the enormous overcompensation of some providers).,,17

See Id., p. 2.
See Section 225 of the Conununications Act, 47 U.S.c. § 225. The FCC's Web site provides an overview ofits
TRS responsibilities. http://www.fcc.gov/wcb/tapd/tl.s/
L4 See 47 C.F.R. § 64.604{c)(5)(iii)(E). See also Telecommunications Relay Services and Speech-to-Speech Services
for Individuals with Hearing and Speech Disabilities, CC Docket Nos. 90-571 and 98--67, CG Docket No. 03-123,
Report and Order, Order on Reconsideration, and Further Notice of Proposed Ru1emaking, 19 FCCR at 12,544-45,
L2

13

f~l~

.

Chandler Memorandum at p.3 (Exhibit 3).
]0 Id. An increase in Fund size translates to an increase in the surcharge on consumer phone bills.
17 E-mail from Thomas Chandler to Cathy Seidel (Chief, Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau), Long
winded e-mail on VRS cost recovery. Some thoughts to consider. Tom, May 21,2007 (Exhibit 4).
5
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Despite objections from the FCC staff, three months later Chairman Martin was
preparing to circulate a new order setting compensation rates for TRS providers. In a September
4,2007, e-mail to Chairman Martin's senior staff, Mr. Chandler delivered what he called his
"last gasp" on this subject in an attempt to correct the situation:
"Does the Chairman recognize that these rates perpetuate the enormous ($100 million a
year) windfall for Sorenson, at the expense of the ratepayers. [sic} Does he realize that
Sorenson's own filing shows that its actual cost of proving [sic} VRS in calendar 2006
was in the low $4.00 range, so that the present $6.64 rate was more than 50% higher
than Sorenson's actual costs? ... .',18
Mr. Chandler approved ofthe new tiered rate approach for TRS Fund compensation that
the Commission was about to consider, but he pointed out that the proposed rates in the tiers
were much too high:
"I am all for the tiered rate approach, and even locking in the rates for three years. But,
honestly, the current rates [in the draft order} ... are just absurd given the facts as we
know them .... " 19
Mr. Chandler closed his e-mail with a final plea:
"Again, I simply hope that some of these issues and concerns will be considered before
the Commission adoptsan order that is not only (in my view) completely unsupportable,
but also really rips off the ratepayers to enrich the providers. At bottom, that really isn't
the right thing to do. ,,20
Mr. Chandler's candid analysis evidently went unheeded. Chairman Martin circulated
the draft order, and it was adopted by the Commission?l Evidently the Chairman's office did
not apprise the rest of the Commission of Mr. Chandler's views.
Verification of Claims for Compensation
In addition to the issue of whether the FCC is overcompensating TRS providers, the FCC
has done little to verify the accuracy of claims for compensation from the TRS Fund. A leading
example is the case of Sorenson, the dominant VRS provider, with an 80 percent market share.
The FCC's Inspector General (IG) engaged KPMG to conduct an audit of Sorenson. On April
10, 2008, KPMG reported to the FCC that Sorenson had denied the KPMG auditors access to the
staff and systems necessary to conduct the audit, and refused to permit them to review the

L8
L9
20

E-mail from Thomas Chandler to Ian Dillner, Cost recovery order, Sept. 4, 2007, p. 1 (Exhibit 5).
rd.
rd. at p. 2.

See Telecommunications Relay Services and Speech-to-Speech Services for Individuals with Hearing and Speech
Disabilities, CO Docket No. 03-123, Report and Order and Declaratory Ruling, 22 FeCR 20,140 (Nov. 19,2007).
21

-7 company's unredacted fmancial statements for 2004,2005,
unable to conduct the audit.

22

and 2006.

KPMG was therefore

Sorenson's refusal to cooperate with the auditor meant that the company's reported costs
and minutes-of-service-charged,
for which they sought and obtained compensation from the TRS
Fund, could not be substantiated. Yet, the stonewalling by Sorenson has evidently been
23
effective. Nothing has been done to force Sorenson to open its books.
The IG also engaged KPMG to audit seven other VRS providers, who share a total of 15
percent of the VRS market. The audits were not reassuring, as KPMG reported that,
"... pervasive issues ... came to our attention during the performance audits
specifically related to (1) the lack of adequate supporting documentation for the TRS
costs reported by the providers ... and (2) the incorrect or unallowable minutes claimed
by the providers in the Monthly Reports of Relay Service Minutes. ,,24
Conclusion
There is substantial evidence that the FCC has failed to set reasonable rates far
compensation ofTRS providers. As a result, consumers are being significantly overcharged to
finance the TRS Fund and TRS providers are being significantly overcompensated.
Despite the
detailed evidence provided to the Chairman's office, nothing was done to stop the continued
overcompensation ofTRS providers. It appears that Mr. Chandler was correct when he told
Chairman Martin's office:
"1 hate to say it, but the whole TRS (VRS) compensation regime has become a classic
fleecing of America. ,,25
In addition to the issue of overcompensation, there are questions as to whether all of the
minutes that TRS providers submit for compensation have actually been incurred by people with
hearing or speech disabilities, and whether provider costs are accurate.
We recommend that the FCC immediately initiate a full investigation and audit of
Sorenson. It is simply unacceptable that a company subject to Commission regulation and which
every year receives millions of dollars from a Government fund can refuse to open its books to
Government-authorized
auditors. The FCC's apparent failure to insist on auditing Sorenson's
books indicates an abdication of its responsibility to administer and protect the integrity of the
TRSFund.

See Letter from KPMG LLP to FCC, April 10, 2008 (Exhibit 6).
The Committee staff was very recently informed that as a result of our investigation, the 1G was moved to send a
formal report to Chairman Martin on the results of the TRS audits. The FCC, however, has still taken no action to
force Sorenson to submit to audit or to correct the deficiencies found in the other audits.
Z4 Letter to Dr. Kent R. Nilsson, Inspector General, from Terry L. Carnahan, KPMG, LLP, July 30, 2008, p.l
(Exhibit 7).
25 Chandler e-mail, note 18 supra, at p.l (EXhibit 5).
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- 8In addition, we recommend that GAO investigate the entire TRS program, including the
FCC's efforts to protect the integrity of the Fund and the 10's audits.

2. The FCC's "A La Carte" Report
Allegation
Chairman Martin manipulated report findings and policy direction with regard to "a la
carte" cable and satellite television service26 when he ordered that a report to Congress
previously issued by the Commission be rewritten with a completely different outcome and
issued as a "supplemental" report.

Findings
The first A La Carte Report was not required by statute or regulation, but was a study
conducted by former FCC Chairman Michael Powell in response to letters from the House
Energy and Commerce Committee and the Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation
Committee requesting the FCC to examine the a la carte issue.27
To address the complex regulatory and legal issues posed by the Committees, the FCC's
Media Bureau issued a notice requesting public comment and information on the technical,
economic, and legal issues identified in the congressional requests, and conducted a symposium
to explore the pros and cons of a la carte service.
In November 2004, the FCC issued its Report on the Packaging and Sale of Video
Programming Services to the Public (referred to here as the "First Report"), which found that a
la carte programming by cable television providers would not benefit consumers. This report
was not circulated to the full Commission for review, but was issued at the direction of Chairman
Powell as a response to the congressional requests.
.
Shortly after becoming chairman in March 2005, Chairman Martin ordered the
Commission staffto rewrite the report and reverse its findings. Chairman Martin, however, did
not request additional public comment or seek additional information.

In this context, "a la carte" or "a la carte service" refers to providing cable or satellite television customers with
the option to purchase individual television network programming, i.e., individual "channels." Currently, virtually
all cable and satellite television system operators make network channels available only in a limited number oflarge
bundles (commonly referred to as "tiers"). There appears to be Widespread belief among cable and satellite
customers that if they could purchase only the channels they want, it would cost them less. The providers argue that
a la carte service would cost more. In addition, it is argued that a la carte programming would frustrate social
objectives by inhibiting the growth of small operators and minority programming. In any case, this report makes no
attempt to analyze the pros and cons of a 18 carte service.
27 See Letter from House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman Joe Barton, John D. Dingell, Fred Upton,
Edward Markey, and Nathan Deal, to FCC Chairman Michael K. Powell (May 18, 2004); and Letter from Senate
Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee Chairman John McCain to FCC Chairman Michael K. Powell
(May 19,2004).
26

In February 2006, the
Programming Services to the
substantial consumer benefits
report. Like the First Report,
was delivered to Congress as

FCC issued the Further Report on the Packaging and Sale of Video
Public (referred to here as the "Second Report"), finding
in a la carte service, the direct opposite of the finding in the 2004
the Second Report was not reviewed by the full Commission, but
a "further report" and released to the public.

Chairman Martin's reversal of the First Report's findings with regard to a la carte service
provoked suspicion inside and outside the FCC that the Second Report was not based on
objective analysis. It was particularly obvious that the Chairman made no attempt to seek
additional public comment or to conduct additional studies. As noted previously, the Committee
stafftakes no position on the merits ofa la carte service. We found evidence, however, that
Chairman Martin's office directed the FCC staffto find that the First Report was deficient and
that a la carte service could provide substantial consumer benefits.
.
Interviews with Commission staff indicated that within weeks of becoming chairman in
March 2005, Chairman Martin gave the Chief of the Media Bureau 10 days to rewrite the First
Report and reverse its findings. The staff then struggled with the problem of rewriting the
original report, because the First Report contained what they believed to be their best analysis of
the issue. Apparently frustrated with the lack of progress in rewriting the report, Chairman
Martin reassigned the project to other staff and demoted the long-time leader of the Media
Bureau, who was relegated to an obscure position and ultimately left the Commission.
E-mails obtained by the Committee demonstrate that the outcome of the new report was
predetermined and that the underlying analysis was micro-managed by the Chairman's staff as it
progressed. Work on the Second Report was led by Mr. Daniel Shiman, an economist with the
FCC career staff, under the direct supervision of Ms. Catherine Bohigian, Senior Legal Advisor
to Chairman Martin.28
In a June 30, 2005, e-mail.Mr.Shiman
sent to Ms. Bohigian a draft outline of the report
for her review. In her reply, she approved the outline and noted that,
"[the] ]"d section should just be criticizing the reports [sic] conclusions that ... ala
carte would be bad for consumers. ,,29
In a July 6; 2005, e-mail, another FCC employee discusses her notes from an earlier
meeting in which Ms. Bohigian has given the team instructions for the writing of the report:
«My notes say that the first part of the document is to be a rebuttal to the previous report,
arguing that it was based on failed assumptions and a failure to consider other issues ...
,,30

zaMs. Bohigian, a former law school classmate of Chairman Martin, served as Senior Legal Advisor on his personal
staff during the period in which the Second Report was being drafted.
29 E-mail fromC.BohigiantoD.Shiman.
Outline for Report, June 30,2005 (Exhibit 8).
30 E-mail fromSarahWhiteselltoD.Shiman.
Key documents, July 6, 2005 (Exhibit 9).

- 10On July 8, 2005, Mr. Shiman began an e-mail exchange with Ms. Bohigian, in which he
provides his thoughts "on some key issues" including the observation that,
.
"Prices are therefore likely to be higher under a la carte, and viewership for smaller
networks will be lower as people decline to purchase them,,,3]
Evidently Ms. Bohigian was unhappy with that particular observation, as she replied a
few minutes later:
"Daniel, I'm concerned about point 3. Regardless of what the first report lacks or
assumes incorrectly, the conclusion of this report is supposed to be that a la carte could
be cheaper for consumers.,,32
.
Mr. Shiman, however, held his ground, replying,
"Overall, I think pure a la carte would likely raise most cable bills, with fewer channels
delivered. ,,33
Within 2 minutes, Ms. Bohigian made her point very clear:
"Daniel, the report cannot conclude that a la carte would likely raise most cable bills,
with fewer channels delivered. If that is going to be the conclusion, we need to stop
now,,,34
The fact that the Chairman's office dictated the outcome of the report is further
confirmed by Mr. Shiman in a July 22,2005, e-mail to one of his colleagues, where he also notes
that the purpose of the report is to influence Congress:
"It is important to remember that we can't require a la carte, that this would require
Congressional action, and this report is meant to give them some information about the
options (albeit following the directives of [the Chairman's Ofjicej),,,35
The issue of a la carte programming is highly controversial and has received substantial
congressional interest. As a result, the Congressional Research Service (CRS) was asked to
review both reports, CRS concluded that "neither [the first or the second reports] , . , should be
viewed as providing definitive results.,,36 CRS did say, however, that "most of the criticisms of
the Initial Report that are presented in the Further Report either are not supported by available
market data or cannot be proven one way or the other:,37
E-mail fromD.Shiman to C. Bohigian, Thoughts on some issues, July 8, 2005, 2:20 p.m, (Exhibit 10, p.2).
E-mail fromC.BohigiantoD.Shiman.
Thoughts on some issues, July 8, 2005, 3:59 p.m. (EXhibit 10, p.l).
33 E-mail fromD.Shiman
to C. Bohigian, Thoughts on some issues, July 8,2005,4:16 p.rn. (Exhibit 10, p. 1).
34 E-mail fromC.BohigiantoD.Shiman.
Thoughts on some issues, July 8, 2005,4: 18 p.rn.. (Exhibit 11, p.l).
35 E-mail fromD. Shiman to W. Sharkey and S. Whitesell,Pricing new consumer options, July 22,2005 (Exhibit
12, p.l).
36 See C.B.Go1dfarb, The FCC's "a la Carte" Reports, CRS Report RL 33338 (Mar. 30, 2006), Summary and pp.
14-15.
37 See id. at Summary.
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Conclusion
Our investigation confirmed that Chairman Martin's peremptory reversal of the First
Report's conclusions without seeking further public comment or conducting further studies was
handled neither openly nor fairly. The Chairman's manipulation of the Second A La Carte
Report may have damaged the credibility of the Commission, and it certainly undermined the
integrity of the staff. Moreover, as a report to Congress, it was designed to influence
congressional decision-making.
This last point is particularly troubling. Congress created the FCC (and the other
independent regulatory agencies) to provide independent regulatory and adjudicatory decisionmaking, and to serve as a center of expertise on telecommunications matters. Over the years,
Congress has come to rely on that expertise as it sets telecommunications policy and enacts
legislation affecting the industry. Chairman Martin's manipulation of the Second Report calls
into question the reliability of telecommunications information and analysis provided by the FCC
to Congress.
From a management perspective, Chairman Martin's demotion and reassignment of
professional employees who disagreed with him was unprincipled and may have seriously
undermined the ability of the FCC to accomplish its mission.

3. The 13th Annual Video Competition Report
Allegation
Chairman Martin attempted to manipulate the data and conclusions contained in the 13th
Annual Report to Congress on Video Competition, a report required by statute to determine,
among other things, whether the so-called "70170 Rule" has been met (a statutory threshold that
would permit significant additional regulation of the cable television industryi." Because the
full Commission voted to revise Chairman Martin's draft report to conclude that the 70170 Rule
had not been met, Chairman Martin then suppressed the report. It has never been released. In
addition, the report was already nine months late when it was circulated to the full Commission
for vote.

Findings
Two main issues are raised by the foregoing allegation-manipulation
timeliness of the report.

of data and the

JS The 70170 Rule is a statutory threshold that allows the FCC to impose certain regulations on cable providers if
cable television service with 36 channels or more is available to at least 70 percent of all U.S. households and if70
percent of those households do in fact subscribe to such cable service. See Section 612(g) of the Communications
Act of 1984,47 U.S.c. §532(g).

- 12Manipulation

of Data

The FCC is required by statute to "annually report to Congress on the status of
competition in the market for the delivery of video programming.v"
There is nothing in the relevant statute or regulations that requires the FCC to use any
particular data in assessing the level of competition in the cable television industry. The FCC,
however, has traditionally collected cable system subscriber data from a wide variety of sources,
including its own internal data (Cable Price Survey and the Annual Report of Cable Television
Systems [known as Form 325 dataj); independent data compiled by Nielsen Media Research,
SNL Kagan, and Warren Communications; and other information submitted by commenters in
response to an annual, public Notice of Inquiry inviting information.4o
In 2007, Chairman Martin directed the staff preparing the 13th Annual Report to
Congress on Video Competition (covering 2006) not to use the broad base of data it had
traditionally used for its analysis, but to use certain data provided by Warren Communications
determine whether the 70170 Rule had been met.

to

There appear to be substantial limitations in the data provided by' Warren
Communications. In fact, Warren Communications was not aware that its data was going to be
used to determine whether the 70170 Rule had been met. When Warren learned that was the
purpose, it expressed reservations about using the data for that purpose. According to Warren,
the data it provided was incomplete because it did not include all available data on basic
subscribers, homes passed, and channel capacity. 41 As Warren Communications' Managing
Editor Michael Taliaferro stated in a letter to Commissioners Tate and McDowell:
"... data compilations that depend on the voluntary cooperation of competitive
enterprises obviously will have gaps, and it has been our practice not to attempt to fill
these gaps with estimates, even using standard statistical methods. . .. I regret that this
may have been unclear in my October 10 communication with the Commission. Clearly,
any future requests for data from the Television & Cable Factbook database should be
. accompanied by a discussion of its intended use, and its inherent limitations as well as its
acknowledged strengths .. A2
Nevertheless, the Martin Draft used the data to find that the 70170 Rule had been met for
calendar year 2006.
In November 2007, Chairman Martin circulated his draft version of the 13th Annual
Report to the full Commission for vote, along with the Notice of Inquiry for the 14th AnnualReport (covering 2007).
39 Section 628(g) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §548(g); see a/so Eleventh Annual
Report, p. 2.
.
40 See Eleventh Annual Report, 20 FCCR 2755,2767, para. 20 (2005); and Twelfth Annual Report, 21 FCCR 2503,
2514, para. 34 (2006).
41 See Letter from Michael C. Taliaferro, Managing Editor, Warren Communications News, Inc., to Commissioners
Tate and McDowell (November 15,2007) (EXhibit 13).
42 See id. at p.2.
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At the direction of Chairman Martin, the draft report circulated to the Commission for
vote contained only the Warren Communications data. All of the other data collected in
response to the Notice of Inquiry was initially withheld from the other Commissioners, and the
career staff was directed not to discuss it with them. It was not until after 7:00 p.m. on the night
before the Commission vote that the rest of the data was made available to the other
commissioners."
The next day, on November 27,2007, the Commission majority rejected the Martin draft
and voted to issue a report finding that the 70/70 Rule had not been met. The Commission also
adopted the Notice of Inquiry for the 14111 Annual Report (covering 2007). The revised report,
however, has never been "released?" and submitted to Congress. The Notice of Inquiry for
2007 has not been released either."

Timeliness
As noted above, the FCC is required by statute to "annually report to Congress on the
status of competition in the market for the delivery of video programming."(emphasis
added)46
While the statute does not include a specific date for submission of the report, the passage of
nearly 2 years without such a report is clearly a violation of the statutory requirement for an
annual report.
Notwithstanding the vote of the full Commission, Chairman Martin has withheld from
release both the 131h Annual Report and the Notice of Inquiry for the 14'11 Annual Report, for
nearly a year.
The FCC is also required by statute to submit to Congress a related annual cable report
known as the Cable Price Survey Report, which contains data cited in the Video Competition
Report.47 The 2006 edition of this report still has not been released. The FCC is clearly late in
submitting this report, as well.
Conclusion
Chairman Martin's withholding of the majority of the market data from the other
Commissioners, combined with his insistence on using the weaker Warren Communications data
in the draft report, is evidence that he attempted to manipulate the findings of the report to force

43 See Statement of Commissioner Robert M. McDowell, Annual Assessment of the Status of Competition in the
Market for the Delivery of Video Programming, Thirteenth Annual Report, ME Docket No. 06-189 (Nov. 27, 2007),
2 (Exhibit 14).
The FCC makes a rather confusing distinction between items that have been "adopted" by the Commission, i.e.,
approved by a majority vote, and items that have been "released", i.e., technical corrections have been made to the
adopted version and the item officially issued. Further confusion arises from the fact that some items that have been
"adopted" but not "released" have occasionally been published on the Commission's Web site or other Web sites.
m
45 See "FCC Adopts 13th Annual Report to Congress on Video Competition and Notice of Inquiry for the 14
Annual Report," FCC News Release, Nov. 27, 2007.
46 Section 628(g) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.c. §548(g).
47 See Section 623(k) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §543(k.).
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- 14a conclusion that the 70/70 Rule had been met. In the words of Commissioner
books have been cooked to trigger the 70/70 rule.,,48

McDowell, "The

Following the full Commission's decision to reject Chairman Martin's draft version of
the report and adopt a revised report finding that the 70/70 Rule had not been met, Chairman
Martin withheld release of the report for nearly a year. In effect, he first attempted to suppress
the relevant data, and, when that failed, he suppressed the Commission's decision.
Both the 13th Annual Report to Congress on Video Competition and the Cable Price
Survey Report for 2006 have yet to be submitted to Congress. Moreover, at this point it seems
unlikely that the 2007 editions of these reports will be issued this year. The failure to submit
statutorily required reports to Congress for nearly 2 years after the reporting period indicates a
callous disregard for these statutory obligations.
There is no ap,Rarent reason why the report approved by the Commission majority should
not have been issued. 9 Past reports, dealing with all the same issues, have been circulated, voted
on, and released in a timely manner. For example, the 12th Annual Report (for 2005) was
adopted on February 10, 2006, and released just 3 weeks later, on March 3, 2006. The 1fh
Annual Report (for 2004) was adopted on January 14, 2005, and released 3 weeks later, on
February 4, 2005.
The FCC's findings pertaining to the 70/70 Rule could have significant implications for
the cable industry and its competitors. The failure to issue the 13th Annual Report has caused
needless uncertainty for the industry. In withholding the report, Chairman Martin has therefore
abdicated his responsibilities to Congress, the public, and the industry.

4. Network Reliability and Interoperability

Council Advisory Subcommittee Report

Allegation
Chairman Martin suppressed a report produced by Subcommittee IB of the Network
Reliability and Interoperability Council VII (NRIC or Council), which was charged with
recommending improvements to emergency and Enhanced-911 (E-911) services.

Findings
NRIC VII was a Federal advisory committee established by the FCC in 2003. The
Council was charged with providing recommendations to the FCC and to the communications
industry to assure optimal reliability and interoperability of wireless, wireline, satellite, cable,

E-mail from Commissioner McDowell to hispersonalstaff,Nov. 11, 2007,~. 1 (Exhibit 15).
There is some speculation that Chairman Martin may be withholding the 13' Annual Report pending Office of
Management and Budget approval of changes to the form used to collect data from the cable industry, which is part
of the Notice ofInquiry for the next report. That explanation, however, is nonsensical since the changes to the new
form have nothing whatever to do with issuing the 13'h Annual Report.
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FCC.S!
Subcommittee IB ofNRIC was charged with recommending improvements for
emergency communications networks, including Enhanced-911 (E-911) services that would be
implemented by2010.52
Subcommittee IB was composed of approximately 40 senior telecommunications
industry representatives who spent numerous hours and incurred significant expenses working on
these issues over a period of 2 years. The Subcommittee produced several interim reports,
including a draft final report that was scheduled to be presented at the final NRIC meeting on
December 16, 2005.
Two days before the Council's meeting, then-Acting Deputy Director of the FCC Office
of Legislative Affairs, Anthony Dale, sent an e-mail to Daniel Gonzalez, Chairman Martin's
Chief of Staff, warning him that,

"[We] . .. are going thru the [NRIC] documents. bottom line is that there are
statements in there that have policy implications. this stuffneeds to be scrubbed
hard. uS3 [sic]
The night before the report was to be presented to the full Council for adoption, Mr.
Gonzalez, ordered that the report be withheld, due to purported "factual errors." Efforts by the
NRIC Subcommittee IB chairman and other Subcommittee members to learn the nature of those
"factual errors" were rebuffed by Commission officials.
Although the final draft report was never officially adopted by NRIC, it is publicly
available on the NRIC Web site.s

Conclusion
The Chairman's action in this matter was contemptuous of the extensive effort put into
this study by 40 senior telecommunications industry experts who spent 2 years on this report.
This could seriously hinder future efforts by the FCC to obtain private sector cooperation and
participation in similar studies. There is no doubt this action has helped undermine the
credibility of the Commission.
Nevertheless, there is no requirement that the FCC produce such a report, and it appears
that withholding the report has no direct regulatory implications.
See Charter of the Network Reliability and Interoperability Council- VII, Section B,
http://www.nric.org!charter viiJNRICVII Charter FINAL Amended 2004 3 12 04.pdf.
51 See id., Section D.
52 See id., Section B.1.b.
S3 E-mail from Anthony Dale to Daniel Gonzalez, December 14, 2005 (EXhibit 16).
54 As of October 2008, the report could be accessed at the following link:
http://www.nric.orglmeetings/docslmeeting 20051019INRICVII FGlB Report September 2005.pdf.
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5. The Hatfield Report on Enhanced-911 (E-911) Wireless Services
Allegation
Chairman Martin cut off funding for a final report on E-911 wireless services by outside
consultant Mr. Dale Hatfield, a former Chief of the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology,
because the Chairman learned that the report would find that certain E-911 wireless location
detection services were not technically feasible.

Findings
Enhanced 911 or E-911 refers to the ability of emergency call centers55 to automatically
determine the location of callers. For standard wireline phones, a database is used that can
provide the street address of any call based on the originating phone number. For wireless
devices and nomadic Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services (e.g., calls made from a laptop
computer), there are greater technological challenges arising from the mobility of the devices.
In 2002, Mr. Hatfield completed his first report, A Report on Technical and Operational
Issues Impacting the Provision of Wireless Enhanced 911 Services,56 under the FCC's previous
chairman, Michael Powell. Because of his unique expertise and his performance on the 2002
report, the FCC entered into a new contract with Mr. Hatfield in September 2003 to compile a
second, updated report on technical and operational issues relating to E-911.
The Statement of Work contained in the September 2003 contract contains no specific
tasks or deadlines, but simply states that Mr. Hatfield is obligated to conduct certain E-911
activities "as required." Mr. Hatfield's compensation rate, apart from travel expenses, was set at
$250 per hour. Because the Statement of Work estimated 400 hours of work would be required
between January 1, 2004, and September 30,2006, that implies overall possible compensation of

$100,000.57
Through subsequent task orders and agreements, Mr. Hatfield was required to submit a
draft final report to the FCC by March 1, 2006. He failed, however, to meet this deadline.
On May 10, 2006, Mr. Hatfield briefed the FCC staff on his finding that it is not possible
to determine from publicly available information whether the technology is currently available to
pinpoint the location of wireless callers with precision, particularly inside buildings,58
Mr. Hatfield regarded his fmding as "sensitive," which is why he briefed the Commission
staff prior to finalizing his report. A member of the FCC's Wireless Telecommunications
Bureau who attended the briefing reported that Mr. Hatfield,

55
56
57
58

The FCC refers to emergency call centers as ''public safety answering points" or "PSAPs".
Available at http://wwwJocatemodelcities.orglIibrarylHatfieldReport.pdD.
See Award/Contract No. CON03000023, p. 2, Sept. 23, 2003, and Statement of Work, pp. 1-6.
See Memorandum from Jeff Cohen to Jim Schlichting, Dale Hatfield Report on E911, May 11,2006 (EXhibit 17).
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testing methods, the results of this project may suggest that serious deficiencies in
wireless E9ll accuracy exist, which mars be alarming to the public, and likely lead to
contentious debate within the. industry." 9
Subsequent to the briefmg, FCC officials canceled the project, and paid the balance due
to Mr. Hatfield. He was paid $9,500 for his work under the contract. He never submitted a draft
final report/"

Conclusion
Mr. Hatfield made his May 10, 2006, presentation to the Wireless Bureau staff more than
two months after the fmal report was due, but never produced the final report, even though he
was paid most of the money authorized under the task order. Under the circumstances, it appears
that Chairman Martin was justified in canceling the contract.
Chairman Martin has strongly supported mandatory implementation ofE-9Il services.
Hatfield's fmding that certain wireless E-9l1 services might not be technically feasible would
call this into question, given Hatfield's purported credibility on this issue. Nevertheless, the staff
found no evidence that Chairman Martin canceled the contract because he disagreed with the
findings.

6. Broadband over Powerline (BPL) Engineering Reports
Allegations
FCC officials ignored complaints of radio frequency interference caused by BPL highspeed internet technology, delayed an enforcement investigation for 2 years, and improperly
withheld engineering data regarding BPL from the public.

Findings
BPL is a technology that delivers broadband Internet service to homes and businesses
over electrical power lines in the frequency range between 1.7 and 80 megahertz.
In October 2004, during the tenure of Chairman Powell, the FCC issued its final rule
defining BPL access and setting technical and administrative requirements to protect licensed
radio operators from harmful interference.61
In issuing its final rule and order, the Commission withheld from the public certain
engineering reports on which it relied in promulgating the rule. Although the rule was

rd. at p. 2.
See Letter from Chairman Martin to Rep. Mike Doyle, u.s. House of Representatives, Apr. 13,2007, attachment:
"Time line and Specific Findings" (EXhibit 18).
61 See Amendment of Part 15 Regarding New Requirements and Measurement Guidelines for Access Broadband
Over Power Line Systems, Carrier Current Systems, 19 FCCR 21,265 (Oct. 28, 2004).
S9
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Enforcement Bureau and the General Counsel continued to withhold the redacted engineering
reports and insisted on doing so in the course of the ensuing litigation.
On April 25, 2008, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit found that the FCC
violated the Administrative Procedure Act when it played "hide and seek" with ensmeering data
used in support of the order and "cherry-picked" a study upon which it had relied.
It appears that many of the interference problems that originally characterized BPL are
now moot because of advancements in BPL technology.
Conclusion
The fact that the FCC withheld the required engineering reports in this matter indicates
poor judgment and an attempt to hide critical weaknesses in its decision. Ironically, the FCC's
attempts to hide this information only served to provoke suspicion and its handmaiden, litigation.
This case illustrates the extent to which a culture of secrecy has developed at the FCC that is as
counterproductive as it is unnecessary.
This particular situation has been corrected by the courts, however, and apparently the
technological issue has been rendered largely moot over time due to improvements in BPL
technology.

7. Bright House Networks v. Verizon California
Allegations
In the case of Bright House Networks v. Verizon California,63 Chairman Martin
improperly reversed an Enforcement Bureau finding that Verizon had violated Customer
Proprietary Network Information rules and then circulated the revised decision to the full
Commission for approval. In addition, it was alleged that Martin obtained the substitute
language for the draft decision from a source outside the Commission.
Findings
In this case, the Enforcement Bureau prepared a draft decision that found against Verizon
for violating Customer Proprietary Network Information rules." The Office of General Counsel
and the Wireline Competition Bureau concurred with the Enforcement Bureau findings and
proposed order.
Shortly before the deadline for a vote on the draft decision and order, the Chairman's
office directed the Enforcement Bureau to reverse its earlier recommendation, to fmd in favor of
See Am. Radio Relay League, Inc. v, FCC, 524 F.3d 227 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
FCC File No. EB-08-MD-002.
64 Bright House Networks v. Verizon California, Recommended Decision, File No. EB-08-MD-002,
released April II, 2008.
62

63

Enf. Bur.,
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revised decision and order.65
On June 20,2008, the full Commission rejected the Chairman's decision in a 4-1 vote
and adopted the Enforcement Bureau's original recommendation.Y
The Committee staff found no evidence that the Chairman or anyone in his office
obtained draft language for the decision from a source outside the Commission.
Conclusion
The Chairman of the FCC has no obligation to accept a draft decision from the staff,
either in an adjudicatory proceeding or in a rulemaking. While it may have been unusual for an
FCC Chairman to reverse an Enforcement Bureau recommendation of this nature, Chairman
Martin certainly had the right to do so.
The allegation made by several people that Chairman Martin obtained the draft language
for the revised decision from an outside source appears to be based on a notion that no one in the
Chairman's office was capable of producing such a well-written, complex, multi-page decision
in such a short period of time. Given the lack of evidence, this issue must remain a matter of
speculation.
8. Retaliation against FCC Employees Who Differed with the Chairman's

Policies

Allegations
Chairman Martin has forced the retirement of senior FCC staff. He has also directed the
involuntary transfer of senior staff to lesser positions, often without explanation or notice-a
practice that is commonly called being "Martinized" or "blue-boxed"-because they disagreed
with his policies or agenda, or because of their apparent affiliation with fanner Chairman Powell.
There is a climate of fear and intimidation at the FCC.
Chairman Martin's micromanagement of both routine and important matters has resulted
in decision paralysis at the Commission.
Findings
Under Section 5 of the Communications Act of 1934, the Chairman is the "chief
executive officer ofthe Commission" and has 'the duty to, among other things, "organize the
work of the Commission.t''"
6S Several senior staff reported this sequence of events. See also Verizon Could Take FCC To Court over Order on
Retention Marketing Practices, Communications Daily (June 23, 2008).
66 Bright House Networks v. Verizon California, Memorandum Opinion and Order, File No. EB-08-MD-002,
Adopted June 20, 2008, released June 23, 2008.
6747 U.S.C. 155(a).
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Chairman Martin has transferred and/or "demoted" numerous staff during his tenure as
Chairman. Some senior officials have been transferred to what are essentially junior positions,
and these transfers clearly had a demoralizing effect on the individuals who were transferred, as
well as on their colleagues. It appears, however, that all of those transferred or demoted retained
their salaries and benefits. This practice also took place at the FCC under Chairman Powell and
earlier chairmen, although not as frequently at the middle manager and lower levels in which it
has taken place at the direction of Chairman Martin.68
Chairman Martin has prohibited career staff from talkin~ directly to his fellow
Commissioners without prior clearance or without supervision. 9
Even trivial, routine matters must be cleared by the Chairman's office. Chairman
Martin's office micromanages virtually every aspect of agenoy management, resulting in
decision paralysis at the Commission. In the beginning of his chairmanship, Chairman Martin
proclaimed a "freeze" on decision-making at the agency, and directed. all bureaus and offices to
7o
obtain clearance from his office regarding virtually all agency matters, with limited exceptions.
While that may be typical of Federal agencies during the transition period for a new chairman.i'
it appears that Chairman Martin's office has continued to micromanage agency operations,
including the most routine of agency matters.
Most, if not all, of the employees that we interviewed indicated that Martin's
micromanagement continues to the present day and has adversely affected the agency. Senior
FCC managers stated that because the Chairman's office reviews everything from critical
regulatory items to the hiring of student interns, there appears to be a continuous backlog of
matters waiting for Chairman review:
For example, we were told that important reports, regulatory items, enforcement
activities, and other agency matters would literally sit in the Chairman's office for weeks and
months, with no explanation or feedback-even
after continued reminders from staff about the
importance of these items. A prime example may be the J 3th Annual Video Competition Report,
which the Commission adopted on November 27,2007, but which still languishes on the
Chairman's desk. Other examples have been reported in the press."
Several employees expressed frustration that routine personnel matters, including job
postings and re-postings, outside hires, details, reassignments, student appointments, and even
paid student volunteers, required Chairman Martin's approval, which unnecessarily slowed the
day-to-day business in their offices." Many of the career employees we interviewed stated that

See "All Shook Up: Martin Remakes FCC," Multichannel News, October 17,2005.
This fact was substantiated through interviews with the other Commissioners' offices and with FCC line staff.
70 See, e.g., Memorandum, "Routine Actions by the Enforcement Bureau Not Requiring Individual Approval by the
Chairman's Office," Mar. 24,2005 (Exhibit 19).
71 President Bush designated Martin as chairman on March 16,2005.
72 See, e.g., the Adelphia Merger delay reported in "All Shook Up: Martin Remakes FCC," Multichannel News,
October 17, 2005.
73 See Memorandum, "Clarity on Personnel Actions," undated (Exhibit 20).
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morale of the agency.

affected their ability to perform their jobs and affected the

Astonishingly, FCC employees were even instructed not to talk to their colleagues in the
agency without first going through the chain of command.i" FCC employees were also told they
were restricted from talking to employees at other Federal agencies as well. Examples included
not being able to attend or fully participate in working groups, meetings, task forces, and outside
telecommunications events. Not surprisingly, most employees we interviewed found restrictions
on intra- and inter-agency communication unreasonable, frustrating, and counter-productive.
In addition, at a time when the agency was called on to publicly answer allegations that
two internal "localism" reports had been suppressed, Chairman Martin's office issued a directive
that economists were to cease working on all "unapproved" research and papers. The employees
were also prohibited from working on "previously authorized work.,,75 In a statement that is
almost as humorous as it is uninformative, the agency told its employees that
"Projects that were authorized in the past are not necessarily considered to be authorized
at this time. ,,76
Conclusion
The Chairman of the FCC is clearly authorized by statute to manage the Commission
staff and the day-to-day operation of the Commission. The periodic, unexplained staff shakeups
and micromanagement practiced by Chairman Martin are demoralizing and inefficient, and make
it more difficult for the other Commissioners to carry out their responsibilities. Moreover, while
it appears that all of those transferred or demoted retained their salaries and benefits, it is a waste
of taxpayer dollars to have senior level employees performing junior level work.
Not surprisingly, there appears to he a very serious morale problem at the F:CC caused by
Chairman Martin's poor management. Coupled with the fact that various reports and
proceedings have been handled with an unnecessary lack of transparency, this mismanagement
has created suspicions of a lack of fairness, both inside and outside the Commission. It is very
likely that Chairman Martin's policy of micro management has caused needless delays in the
conduct of Commission business. This is not the hallmark of good management.
The investigation revealed that there is a climate of fear at the FCC. Employees believe
that ifthey express an opinion, even if based on fact, they may be demoted, reassigned, or
hounded out of the agency. Most of the current and former employees to whom we spoke did
not want to be identified, fearing management retaliation. Although many supplied us with
copies of e-mails and other documents, with rare exception they requested that their names be
redacted. As discussed at the outset of this report, the unwillingness of current and former
employees to present testimony in a public hearing was a major factor in our decision to
recommend that we not schedule a hearing as part of this investigation.

75

See E-mail, "No Contact With Other Bureaus," May 18,2007 (redacted)(Exhibit 21).
See E-mail, "New Rule Regarding Work on Research and Papers," Oct. 24, 2006 (redacted)(Exhibit 22).
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9. White House Demands for Local Television Programming
Allegation
In September 2007, an unidentified White House official allegedly contacted Chairman
Martin's office to complain about DlRECTV not providing certain local television programming
to the White House as part of its regular satellite television service. In response, Media Bureau
staff were directed to advise DlRECTV that the Commission would not act on the Liberty
Media-DIRECTV acquisition that was pending before the Commission until the White House
issue was resolved. Upon being informed of the problem, Liberty Media and DlRECTV
resolved the issue with the White House in just a few days, and the FCC continued to process the
Liberty Media-DIRECTV transaction.

Findings
The Committee staff interviewed certain members of the FCC staff who confirmed the
outlines of this allegation through first-hand knowledge, but were not able to confirm details,
such as who called from the White House and who at the FCC received the call, and, in turn,
whether Chairman Martin had any personal knowledge of these events.
We deem these sources credible, but at this point, we have no records to substantiate this
allegation.

Conclusion
This is a serious allegation. We recommend that the Committee open an investigation of
this matter by sending letters to Chairman Martin, Liberty Media, and DIRECTV, requesting
their replies to this allegation and demanding all records relating to this issue.

10. The T-Mobile Enforcement Action
Allegation
Chairman Martin improperly intervened to reduce a fine imposed on T Mobile from $1.3
million to $100,000, for repeated violations of the Commission's rules relating to the National
Do-Not-Call Registry.
w

Findings
Fines in enforcement cases are recommended to the Commission by the Enforcement
Bureau. The Commission has the legal discretion to approve, disapprove, or revise the
Enforcement Bureau's recommendations.
As a practical matter, however, the Enforcement
Bureau's recommendations are first sent to the Chairman, who may circulate the Enforcement
Bureau's recommendation to the full Commission for final disposition, or may return it to the
Enforcement Bureau for revision.
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There is an important exception to this procedure. Under the Commission's rules. the
Enforcement Bureau has the authority to impose a fine of $1 00.000 or less, without the prior
approval of the Chairman or the full Commission."
In this case, the FCC's Enforcement Bureau sent a draft Notice of Apparent Liability
(NAL) to Chairman Martin, recommending that T-Mobile be fined $1.3 million for repeated
violations of the Commission's rules relating to the National Do-Not-Call Registry.
After the draft NAL was sent to the Chairman's office, but before it was acted upon, TMobile was told of the draft NAL.
Upon learning of the draft NAL, T -Mobile began negotiations with the Enforcement
Bureau in an attempt to settle the case. A member ofthe Chairman's office was also involved in
the negotiations. An agreement was reached, and a consent decree was entered on November 23,
2005, under which T -Mobile agreed to pay $100,000 for violations of the National Do-Not-Call
Registry rules and agreed to implement certain internal procedures to ensure compliance with the
regulations in the future. 78

Conclusion
The Chairman of the FCC has no obligation to accept a fine recommended by the
Enforcement Bureau. Therefore, the action Chairman Martin took in the T-Mobile case appears
to have been legally permissible. It is highly unusual. however, for an FCC Chairman to become
so actively involved in the disposition of an enforcement action.
The unusual nature of the Chairman's involvement in this case was magnified by the
nature of the case itself. T -Mobile-thTough
its marketing agent-engaged
in massive violations
of the Do-Not-Call Rules. Such behavior would be of great interest to consumers nationwide
and apt to prompt heated reaction. When a culprit is identified. there is often strong public
sentiment that the perpetrator should be severely penalized. The Enforcement Bureau's
recommendation of a $1.3 million fine would have been the largest at that time for violation of
the Do-Not-Call Rules.
The leaking of the NAL to T-Mobile, prior to its being circulated to the Commission,
permitted T -Mobile to negotiate a fine that was within the $100,000 threshold for Bureau review.
This allowed T-Mobile to escape full Commission review and avoid further adverse publicity. as
well as significantly reducing the company's ultimate liability.
It remains a mystery as to why the FCC was suddenly willing to reduce the proposed $1.3
million fine to $100,000. The compliance program that T-Mobile agreed to implement as part of
the settlement would not seem to be adequate to offset the reduction in the fine. as it is little more
than T -Mobile was already required to do under the Do-Not-Call Rules as a matter of due
diligence.
77
78

See 47 CFR 0.311 (2007).
In the Matter ofT-Mobile USA., Order, File No. EB-04-CT-QlO (Nov. 23, 2005).
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The "leak" of the NAL to T-Mobile and the reduction of the fine to $100,000 that
allowed T-Mobile to escape full Commission review, provoked suspicion among the staff and
others that this case was not being handled fairly. Moreover, Chairman Martin's departure from
the normal procedure for handling enforcement cases, his intervention in the enforcement action
to radically revise the outcome, and his apparent failure to explain his reasons for reducing the
fine, have contributed to the perception among the Commission staff and the public that the case
was handled unfairly. These problems could have been avoided if this enforcement action had
been handled under the normal procedure and in an open and transparent process.

11. Independence and Fitness of the FCC Inspector General
Allegations
The FCC Inspector General, Dr. Kent Nilsson, has such a close relationship with senior
Commission officials, including members of the Chairman's staff, that it impedes his ability to
conduct internal investigations in an impartial manner. In addition, Dr. Nilsson has violated
Federal procurement regulations while hiring outside contractors and overseeing contracts;
violated Federal personnel hiring regulations; demonstrated incompetence in overseeing audits;
and created a hostile working environment in his own office.

Findings
The FCC Inspector General was appointed by Chairman Martin," in contrast to the IGs
at cabinet agencies who are appointed by the President, confirmed by the Senate, and remain
independent from the head of the agency in which they serve.
In June 2008, a complaint against Dr. Nilsson was submitted by a senior member ofthe
IG's staff to the Integrity Committee of the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency
(pCIE), alleging, among other things, that Dr. Nilsson:
•

Ordered that all documents and e-mail provided by the IG staff in response to the House
Energy and Commerce Committee's records request of March 12, 2008, be screened and
directed that documents he did not want transmitted to the Committee be withheld;

•

Violated provisions ofthe Procurement Integrity Act contained in the Federal Acquisition
Regulation by engaging in unpermitted contacts with a potential vendor who was
interested in bidding on an audit contract issued by the Office of Inspector General
(OIG), despite being warned against such contacts;

•

Refused to hire qualified candidates, including veterans, for a budget analyst position
within the OIG;

The Chairman of the FCC, like the Chairmen of a number of other independent agencies, has the authority to
appoint the IG. See Section 8G of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, 5 App. U.S.c. § 8G.
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Harassed and intimidated a number of OIG employees who have either been reassigned,
or have retired or resigned, because of a hostile work environment;

•

Ordered an audit of the FCC mail room because he was upset that his mail was being
opened and screened for anthrax at a Maryland facility;

•

Disregarded findings that the audit of the Universal Service Fund Low Income Improper
Payment Information Act program had not been performed correctly and failed to correct
erroneous program information that was transmitted to Congress in the OIG's Spring
2008 Semi-Annual. Report; and

•

Continued to permit the Assistant Inspector General-Audits to approve payment of
invoices submitted by outside auditing firms for audit services that were not performed
properly and have never been released.
.

Conclusion
The Committee staff interviewed several FCC employees who described the Inspector
General as actively supporting the Chairman and other FCC officials, while discouraging
independent investigations by his own office when the outcome might be critical of FCC
management. The Committee staff deemed these individuals to be credible. This supports the
notion that the IG at the FCC as well as at the other independent agencies should not be
appointed by the head of the agencies in which they serve.
Serious allegations against Dr. Nilsson are pending before pcrn. In view of this fact and
considering time and resources, we recommend that the Committee suspend its investigation of
these matters pending PCIE's disposition of the complaint. We also recommend that the
Chairman and Ranking Member of the Committee introduce legislation to amend the Inspector
General Act to provide that the IG for the FCC shall be appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate.

12. In re Derek Poarch, Chief of the Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau
Allegations
Derek Poarch, Chief of the FCC Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau, has
routinely violated Government travel regulations, including using non-contract air carriers
without justification; renting premium-class vehicles at Government expense while traveling;
receiving per diem for non-work days; receiving reimbursement for inflated travel expenses; and
receiving reimbursement for travel to his personal residence in North Carolina. In addition, Mr.
Poarch has violated Government regulations by maintaining inaccurate time and attendance
records for himself, including failure to charge for annual leave.

- 26Findings
The Committee staff found detailed documentary evidence that appears to substantiate
these allegations. In addition, it appears that these violations were committed knowingly, as Mr.
Poarch reportedly scoffed at advice from FCC staff that he was violating travel regulations.

Conclusion
The FCC Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau is a new division created by
Chairman Martin, who then appointed Mr. Poarch to head it. Mr. Poarch was formally the
Director of Public Safety and Chief of Police at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Due to the apparent importance of the Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau and the
seniority of the official involved, the Committee staff believes these allegations should be further
investigated and resolved. Normally, allegations of this kind and the relevant evidence should be
referred to the FCC Inspector General for investigation. In view of the apparent lack of
independence of the current IG, however, this matter should be referred to the IG from another
agency.
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.,
DRAFT
MEMORANDUM
To:

Dan Gonzalez

From:

Rick Chess en, Scott Bergmann, Amy Blankenship, John Hunter

Re:

November 21 Open Meeting, Commission Internal and Meeting Procedures

Date:

November 16, 2007

,

The four Commission offices are deeply concemed about the lack of adherence to
Commission process swrouuding adequate notice of Commission open meetings, substantive
changes made to items scheduled for consideration at those meetings after those items have
been circulated. and overall Commission procedures. This unraveling of process has been
particularly egregious with regard to the November 27 open meeting. As a result of our
collective concern, we seek several actions by the Chairman's Office.
First, the November 27 open meeting should be cancelled for the reasons set forth below.
Second, general procedures governing open meetings and preparation and circulation of
items for adoption at open meetings and on circulation set forth below should be adopted and
followed.
November 27, 2007 Open Meeting
Cancel the meeting because of lack of 21 days' notice- and interruption of the Thanksgiving
holiday. This action is necessary for several reasons. First, initial notification to our offices
was given on November 8, which was less than 21 days in advance of the proposed
November 27 open meeting date. Second, several of the items listed for consideration
contained issues that lacked a sufficient public comment period. Third, changes were made
to the diversification of ownership item subsequent to circulation that materially changed its
substance and thus further contributed to inadequate notice.
OveraU Process Reform
Scheduling of Monthly Open Meetings
• Monthly meetings will be scheduled one year in advance, consistent with longstanding FCC precedent. The Chairman's Office will issue a schedule of specific
dates to the other Commissioners' offices.
• Meetings will be held on the 3M Thursday of every month, unless conflicts arise
because of holidays, industry conferences or other widely-attended events.
Alternative dates will be selected by consensus of all 5 Commissioners.
• An individual Commissioner may request a change in a monthly open meeting date,
and another date may be selected but shall be changed ouly by consensus of all 5
Commissioners.
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Additional meetings for a stated purpose may be set upon request by the Chairman or
any other Commissioner. if agreed upon by all 5 Commissioners.

Items for Qpen Meetincs
• All items to be considered at an open meeting shall be circulated, or "white-ccpied,"
to allS Commissioners' offices no later than 21 days prior to the scheduled open
meeting.
• Prior to the stan: of an open meeting. all Commissioners' offices shall be given the
opportunity to propose edits to any item that has been circulated for consideration at
an open meeting. All edits shall be made on the official email chain for that item. In
order to be accepted. an edit shall receive the concurrence of at least 3
Commissioners' offices. Edits agreed upon on the chain by 3 or more
Commissioners' offices shall be incorporated in the written item. All accepted edits
to an item shall be circulated in writing prior to the start of the open meeting with
sufficient lead time for Commissioners' offices to review final written materials.
• Upon request by a Commissioner and agreed to by at least 3 Commissioners, an item
may be deferred for consideration to the next monthly open meeting.
• Upon the request of at least 3 Commissioners' offices, Bureau staff shall be made
available to draft and execute items as agreed to by the majority without delay. The
Chairman's Office shall promptly direct Bureau staffs to cooperate fully and
expeditiously with the Commission majority.
Public Comment of Items
• Items which require public comment shall be made available to the public at least 30
days in advance, unless otherwise specified by the Communications Act or the
Administrative Procedures Act.
• Any such item made available to the public shall be designated as a "PUBUC
NOTICE."
• Any such item shall be provided to each Commissioner's office at least 48 hours prior
to publication. Any such item shall not be made available to the public if at l~t 3
Commissioners request that it not be released.
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COMMISSION

WASHINGTON
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The Honorable John Dinge1l
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.S. House ofRcprcscntatives
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington D.C. 20515
Dear Chairmen Dingell:
1'haDk you for your letter conceming our processes at the Federal
CommlurleatiODS Commission. I agree that the Commission should cond~ its a:ffi:drs
:fiUrly~openly md transparently 10 servo the public interest. I appreciate the opportunity
to provide an initial response to yom questions.
Since I became ChaimJ.an, my approach has been to tty to address coneems raised
by my colleagues whenever possl0Ie including thosG raised a day befOIe or even an hour
before a scheduled Open Meeting. I recognize that at times this may ~t in a delay ot
in a less orderly process. but I beli~e it significant that over 95% of Commission items
have been adopted by a bipartisan. DllUority of CommissioIlCIS.
1) WiD yOll commit to pubHBhiBg the text ofprupOIed niles suflicieDtly in advance
of Commission meetiDgs for both (l) the public to have a meaniDgfal opportunity to
COJDDllDt and (if) tbe Comm.iuionen to have a meau1ngfW oPPortmdty to review
lum comments? If so, how?
The Administrative Ptocedw:es Act ~ APA"). which. is the law that governs 1he
process when the Commission adopts DeW ~
xequires that 'We describe in a notice to
the public "either ~ terms or substance oftbe proposed rule or a descrlption of the
subjects and issues inwlved. " 5 U.S.C. SS3(b)(3). The Commission complies with this
requirement by publishing Notices ofPmposed. Rulema]dngs ('NPRM") that discuss the
. specific issues that the Commission intends to resolve and seeks commeIl1 ODthem. In
respo~ membeD oftbe public then submit comments and reply comments to the
Commission providing their views on the various issues discussed in the NPRMs.
Commission stafftben revicws1lrls xecord BDd uses it to draft a detailed Order that the
Commissioners will vote. The Order includes background infurmati~ a description of
the comments. an explanation of1hc decisions the Commission is making. and the text of
anyruIes.
The AP A does not require that we publish. the exact text of a proposed rule, and in

fact. it has not been standard practice to publish separately proposed rules prior to
acloption of an Order. Recently, bow8ver, because oftha unusually controversial nature
of the media ownership proceeding. I took the extra step ofpublisbinS1he actual text of
the one rule I thought we should amend in advance of the 1JPCOlTlingCrnmnission meeting
on December 18.
2) Will you eommit to providing your fellow Commissioners with all of the ~aDt
data and aulysJs upon wbich a proposed order or rule is based? If so, how?

Yes. I already provide my fellow Commissionem all of1he re1evaDt data and
analysis Upon which a proposed order or rule is based. Proposed orders that
('.omnrissioners ~vc
include background discussioo. a detailed review ofthc IeCOrd,
. and the ratioDa1c supporting our decisions regar<Ung the implementation of any new mlcs
or changes to existing rules.
The specific issue 1hat may have prompted. this question tdaIes to our recent
consideration of our annual Video Competition Report. 'Ibis Report was ciIculated to my
colleagues on October 11, 2001. It was considered for adop1ion at the November 27,
2007 Commission open meeting, almost 7 weeks later.
In 1998, 1he Cable industry argued that the Commission should eliminate i1sown
collection of data because the data was ~y
provided by Warren and N"J.e1sen. The
industry specificaIly noted that "Warrent s'IV Factbook and onliml database ..• is relied
upon by businesses aDdresearchers for system specific information about the cable
industly. n1
In the 2002 Video Competition ~
the Commission spccifica]ly noted the
differences between data from Wmen. and Kagan. iXmcludiDgthat"these difIe:rences
suggest that the Kagan data should be used with a good deal of eauti~ and that ~ are
mostre1iablc aa a trend jndicator. rather than a preoisc;CSti:mate for only one yare.
Although the CommissiQD ccm.tinned 10 cite Kagan data in later years, the Report
cODtimn:d to emphasize the limited nature of its use.3
In 2003, the first year the COmmission addressed whether the cable industry had
met the "7000" test, the Commission lelicd solely on Wmen CommuDications data to
determine the test had not been met. 4
In 2004, 2005, and 2006. the Commission's reports also discussed data from our
Price Survey aDd Form 325 iDtemal data eollcction. In 2000. several commenteIs
submitted evidence that the 7onO test bad been met; othem submitted evidence showing
that it had not been!net. Warren found that 67.8% households subsc:ribiDg to cable
systems with 36 or more channels. The Commission expHcitly recognized. then that

"[g]iven the circumstances and the 1B.ctthat alI available data sources Ilfe impl:ecise to
some extent, it is P08SlDle that the second prong of the 70nO benchmark hu been met."
Thus, last year after outlining an the data, the CommiMion put the public on notice that
the 7000 test might have already been met. Th.ua~everyone was on notice about this
important issue.
In 2007, the Video Competition Report cited Warren's, data tbat found tbat 71.4%
of households passed. by cable systems with 36 or more cbannels subscribed to those
systems. This Report cites data as of2006.
In considering our most IeCCnt repol't, I provided the Commissioners with the data
I detenniDed was most relevant and most accurate for the purpose of dctetminIDg how
many subscn"bers there were to cable systems with 36 or more ehmmels. Tho proposed
report relied on data. from Warren Communications, the only outside data stmrC8 that
distiJlauished cable systems with more than 36 CbADDels and the data that Idied on the
largest survey of existing eable systems. In addition, Wmen eoUects its data di:rectly
ft'om cable television operatozs or individual cable systems to create a 1arge database of
cable industry infnnnation.' WaDeD states that it is the oDly rcscarch entity that directly
surveys every cable systm:n at 1cBst once every year, providing the most complete source
of *le data.6 In filet, the cable systems repIeSCmted in Wam:n's database serve 96% of
aU subscribers nationwide.? I 1herefore believe that Wmen is the most accurate and
reliable source.
In the dtaft: report that was circulated.. I i:Dc1udedan explanation as to why the .
Wamm data was more reliable than the Kagan data. Specifically, footnote 94 stated M[w]e
note that Kagan, \1Dlikc Warreo, does not xeporl data for cable systems with 36 or more
channels BlId thus does not provide the precise data we need to perform the calculation
specified by the statute. We also note that the Ka,gan estimate regantiDg the number of
households passed by cable, 113,600,000 is greater 1han the U.S. Census Bureau estlm~
of lO~,450.000 total households. AJ a result, we find the Wamm data to be more xeliable
in this :regard. "
In addition. as I explained in response to Ie question fi'om Ranking Member Barton
prior to adoption oftbeAnnual Report, (see attached)I did DOt includo tho ~mjuion's
Price Survey or F0ID132S da!a in my proposal to the Commissionem because they are not
as accurate as Wmren. Specifically. thes~ two sources represent smaller samples of the
cable industry and therefore do not provide as xeliable information regardiDa the DUJDbor
of subscn"bers to systems with more than 36 chaDncls or number of homes p8ssed by
systems with more than 36 channels. Tho Commission cummtly sends qlIeStionnaires to
only 781 cable systems tori1s Price Survey (IepreseI1ting only 10.2% of the 1Dt8l7.634
sy$eJDS in our database and colIccts Form. 325 da1a froIn approximatoly 1~lS0cable

systems (representing only 14.4% of tho total 7.634 systems in our database). In contrast,
Warren seDds questiODJ18iIes to 7,090 cable ~
and states that it has data
representing more than 960.4of all cable subscJibers. IDdeed. as 'the National Cable
Television Association argued. "Warrents 1V Fsctboolt and online database. not the
Commission's POEm 325 data, is relied upon ~ businesses and mearchers for system
specific information about the cabla industry. Moreover, when one Commissioner
asked fur the most recent Price Sw:vcy data, it was provided to him within hams.
In zetro~
given tho controversy, I should have included in the item a mOle
detailed explanation of why I believed Warren data was more reliable than other sources
we have cited in the past or1bat-were submitted in thereeord.
3)

WiDyou commit to giYiDgyour fellow CoJnmlsUoDell adequate time to

review proPOIed orders and rule.? Ja aD, how?
Yef!. Today, Commission processes and deciSion-making time !tames remain
essentially the same as the general decision-making procedures established nearly ten
YeaIS ago under CJvrinnen WIlliam Kennard. These procedures were modeled on
procedures outlined from the Commission's then Oen.eral Counsel William Kennard
during Reed Hundt's tenure as Chairman. During my tenure. I have endeavored to
follow these same general procedures and time 'frames established by my pxedecessoIs in
order to give Commissioners adequate time to :review proposed orders and rules.
The full Commission considers proposed. roles or IU1e changes 1brougb one of two
methods. Commissioners either vote for proposed rules or rules changes under items that
are "on circulation" or they vote 1br such items at the CommiS$ion·s required mombly
Open Meeting.
The vast lWUorlty of1he FCC's ndes are adopted "on cmmlation!' UDder this
process, the Commissioners receive and vote elecb:onically proposed orders which
include background discussion. 8. detailed review of1he record, and a thorough
explanation of our decisions regarding the implementation of any new mles or changes to
existing rules. Items on cirouIation remain in that status 1D1til3 Commissioners vote
electronically to approve proposed orders. If an item has been on cUcu1atiOBfor at least
21 days, once amajorlty ofCommissio.nershave voted to approve a circulate item. the
remaining Commi:monetS have 10 days to register 'their votes or seek an e;rtcnsion
bsyond the 10 day voting pedod.
The other method that the Commission. uses to adopt rules is 10 vote at the
Commission's required monthly Open Meeting. Under the decision-making procedures
ofb last 1hIee Chairman (two Democratic, one Republican). Commissi.oners' offices
receive items for their re\liew at least tbree weeks before 1bc open meeting. We have
provided to the Commissioners a list of items that we ate providing 10 them that day or
that they already have that I would like the Commission to CODSide: at the MItt open
'1d.
'NcrA CommCD1s lit 1.

Under Commi~ practice, when an item. designated for the meeting has been
received by the Commissioners' offices at least three weeks before the meeIiD& all
Commissioners' SIlbstantive edits should be provided to the originating BureauIOffice not
later than close ofbusiDess seven days before the meeting. During my 1emI1'e, 1 have not
enforced this practice on my fellow Commissioners in m:der to provide them even more
time to consider these i~.
Unfortunately,:many of the delays we have experienced
withrespect to the starting time of Open meetings have tesU1ted because Commissioners
have waited until 24 or 48 hours befc!e the designated start of the Q)mmipJon meeting
to provide input, and have continued to provide edits up to and past the time the meeting
was scheduled to begin. While it might be more oIderly to enfcm:e the prior. I would be
concerned that it would significantly reduce the opportunity to reach a compromise with
my colleagues.
As of December 31d• there were 150 items ciIcul.atin& waiting fo1' the
Commissioners to v.
136 items were circulating foy more than 30 days. 'I'htee
CommissioDas had not yet voted 133 of them. 110 ofthtm had been circulating for
more than 90 days. :rmccCommissionershadyet1Dvote
107 Dfthem.
ABof
December 9th• theIe are 154 items d.rculatiDg. waitiDg for the Cwmrissionm 10vote.
137 items have been cixculatiDg for more than 30 days. Three Commissioners have not
yet voted 110 of1hem. 110 oftbem have been circula1ing for more than 90 days. Three
Commissioners haw not yet voted 84 oft:lum1. I fonow the same pmctice in place since I
was. a staffer at the Commission:whcn William Kennard was Chairman of icientifying
some oftheso items to be voted at the next meeting. Under the Commissions decisionmaJdng procedures. if a circa1ation. item has not been adopted within 30 ~
the
Clurirman may convert it to a meeting item and put it on the Sunshine notice for the next
meeting. The practice goiDg back to Chahman KcImard had been to give notice to the
other Commissioners at least two w=ks before 1he meeting of an intent to move a
circulation item to a meeting.. Instead. I have typically provided my colleagues with
three weeks notice ofmy intent to move a circula1ion. item to an Open meeting by
including it in the initial list.
Finally.1he GAO recently expressed concems that not all parties ue awBIO of the
draft rules and proposals that have been circuJated among 1hc Commissiomn awaiting a
vote. In order to address this concem.last week \VB posted on our website all oftbe
names of the 154 items that ale currently befuIe the Commissioners on circulation and
1h= date the item was originally circulated. This list will be updated on the
Commission·s Wl:bsite on a weekly basis.
As ofDeceanber !;(ltI. 1hc oldest item on circu1a1ion dates to March 7 t 2005.
4) Will you commit to providing your fellow Commissioners and the publk: with

adequate notice of Comm.Julon meetlD.p? If

SOt

how?

Yea. I will continue to provide Comm;$-tdoners wi1h three weeks notice of the upcomiIlg

Open meeting and a list ofitaDs that we are providing them at 1bat 'M: have already
placed on circulation that I plan to consider at the Opam.meetiDg. I would note tha1, in the
past. some Chab:mcm have ODlyprovided Commjssioners with2 weeks notice ofitems
already on ciIculation that they plan to consider at the open meeting. 1 have typically
provided 3 full weeks and will CODtimJe 10 do so. In additiQn, as I explained. the
Commission will on a weekly basis post to the !ntemot tho namesofitems that I have put
on ciroulation 80 that 1he public has full informa1ion mgarding what proposals the .
Commissioners are considering.
S) Please describe tile Commiuion'. docamen.t reteJltioJl poJicies. iududing poJieiea
relating to the retention of interD81and e:derDal Commialion correspondence.

incJa.cDng •. maiL If these poUdes have dumged siDee yOll became Chairman, plea&e
describe those chauges. the date the chaDpa were iDltituted, any .taff ed1lC&tioDand
ovenfcht activities related to the chaDgeI, and the radOlUl1e behfBd the dlaDges.
Please abo describe oy chaD.ge1you are eoDtempJatinl to the Commission'. policies
regarding dOC1lDlentretentiOn.
For mOle than twenty years.. the Commission bas had •.document retention policy
responsive to the requiremen1B established by the National An:bives and Records
AdmiDistration (NARA). 11Us policy is memorialized in a Commission policy statement'
promulgated by the Conmrissionts Office ofManagjng Director. I have attached a copy
ofthc policy statement.
The Commission's directive teqUires an Bureau. and Offices to ~
accontins: to
specified schedules. official items that descn'be or doeamcnt the agency's organizations
functions. policies. decisioDSt procedures or operations. "Official" refers to materials
~
or received by the ag~
in the conduct of its business and other materials that
show how the agency transacted business.
The Commission updates its directives periodically. In Mamh 2007, the Commission
updated its previous document reten1ion directive, but the Commission's 2001 document
retention directive is substantially the same as the pzevious dilCCtive.

With respect 10 5I8ff educaticm and oversight activiti~ the Commission implemented en
agency-wide employee 'b:aiDing program on its document retention policies in 2007. AI>
of this date, nearly all of the Commission's employees have succcssiid1y completed the
1miIdng.

Sincerely.

£~JeChairman
00:

The Honorable Joe Barton, Ranking Member
Committee.onBnergy and Commerce
The Honorable Bart Stupak, Osjnnan
Subcommittee on Oversigbt and Investigations
The Honcnble Ed Whitefield, :RanIdng Member
Subcommittee on Oversi&ht and Investigations
The Honorable Edward J. Markey. Chairman
Subcommittee on TelecommunicatioDs and the l'ntemet

The Honorable Michael 1. Copps. Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
The Honorable Jonathan S• .A.delsteiDt.Commissioner

FeideraJ. Communications Commission
The Honorable Deborah Taylor Tate, Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
The Honorable Robert M. McDowell. Commissioner
Fedoral Communicationa Commission

EXHIBIT 3

MEMORANDUM

Cathy Seidel; Nicole McGi:m:Jis
TomChmd1cr
June 22. 2007
The Inter8tatc TRS Fund and the compensation ofTRS providers

We have been asked to address steps that might be taken to address the rapid growth in
the size of the Interstate TRS Fund and to ensure the integrity of the Fund, i.e; tbat payments
from the Fund ate not OVCICOIIlpensating the providers in violation of our rules or being paid for

illegitimate minutes that should not be reimbursed.
I.

BACKGROUND
A.

TRS - What Section 22S and the Regulations Require

1.
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 was directed at ensuring 1hat
persons with disabilities could have access to, and participate in, virtually all facets of society.
To this end. Title IV the ADA requires entities offering telephone voice service to also offer TRS
so that persons with hearing and speecb disabilities could access 'the nation's telephone system to
call voice telephone users. In other words. the obligation is on telephone companies to offer
'FRS. The statute also provides that the provision ofTRS willlarge1y be regulated at the state
level, since most calls are intrastate and states (not the Commission) have jurisdiction over
intrastate calls.

2.
The statute envisions that consumers using TRS would pay for 1hcir "telephone"
calls, like all other telephone users, but also provides that the costs necessitated by having a CA
relay the call between parties could not be charged to 1he consumer. Instead. states would
compensate providen of int:rast:atc TRS services (in any manner they want; usually a surcharge on
all consumers' telephone bills), and the newly created Interstate TRS Fund would compensate
providers for the costs of interstate relay service. Of course, 1hcproviders would be the same,
handling interstate and intrastate calls interchangeable as they COIrlll: into the relay center - it was
just a matter of whether the provider would bill the call to the state or the Fund for a particular
call.
B.

Compensation

ofTRS Providers

1.
The Fund presently compensates providers of interstate traditional TRS, STS,
and captioned telephone service, and providers of both intrastate and interstate VRS, IP Relay,
and lP captioned telephone service (IP Cl'S) (there are presently six different fonns ofTRS).
VRS and IP began to be widely offered in 2002 (IP crs has yet to be offered). Although these
axe not l'mandatoJy'· services that must be provided by telephone compariies, because of their
popularity with COD.S\1IDC7:S. and because aU such calls are compensated from the Fund (which was
to be a temporary arran.gement. but bas taken on an air ofpermanen.cy). since the advent ofthcse
services the size of the Fund ha3 risen from approximately $70 million to $460 million.
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• approximately 73% ofb Fund payments go to VRS providers (over $30 million a
~; 20% to IP Relay providers (nearly $9 million a month); 3% to traditional TRS providers;
% to captioned telephone service providers; and a neglipole amount to ST~ providers.
,

"

2.
Interstate te1eoommunication service providers contribute to the Fund'baSed on a
percentage of their revenue. These costs. in tum, an::passed on to tbcir customers. ThcIefore, as
a practical matter. all consumers of interstate services contribute to the Fund. The Fqnd is also
CODSideredas part of the federal budget, and therefore is subjectto OMB oversi~ including the
PART analysis (performance Assessment Rating Tool). which was done for the first time in 2006
(the results arc avaiIable on the Internet).
3.

As incticatM above, the size oftbe Fund bas been driven largely by the "
Montbly VR.S minutes ~
10 Iapidly grow: lune 2002 - 35.000;
llDlC2003-211.2S9; luae2004-869.003; lune200S-2.136.6S7; lune2006-3.6S1,199; April

compensation ofVRS.
2007 -4.844.915.

4.
The compensation rates for VRS sb1cc2002 (when the service was first widely
offercd)have been: 2001.2002-$9.614; 2002 2003 -$17.04; 2003-2004-$7.751 (modified to
$8.854); 2()()4..20~ - $7.293 (modified to $7.569; 2005-2006 - $6.6644; 2006-2007 - $6.644.
When tbe 2003-2004 rate ($7.51) was adopted, 1bc providers and. consumers vehemently argued
1batthe service would go an out business. 'Ihc minub:s noted above xet1ect that 1hat has not been
w

the'case.

I'

\,.

"

S.
The rapid gIUWth in VRS minutes began after the CommisSion adopted the
compensation rate of $17.04 (in a PN. With 110 discussion or analysis). As a result oftbat rate.
compBDies that were not telephone COIIIpalries sought to become VRS providers (geDerallY.
COJDl)aDiesthat offered intetpreting: servi~
80 they already had a supply of~
who
could become VRS CAs). The first two such companies WClC Hands On and Sorenson. The
advent ofhaving "stand..alone." for profit, entreprmeuria1 companies offeriD8 service has created
many of the regulatory cbaUengcs We face today. given that die ADA contemplated that relay
services would be provided by mlepbone companies to aUow persons with hearing and speech
disabilities to aCcess 1hcir service.
6.
The IegUlations and numerous Commission orders :make clear that providers are
entitled to ~
actual reasonable costs ofprovidiDs service (essentially their marginal costs,
again because the semcc ~ intended to be offered by telephone companies to give persons with
hearing and"speech disabilities access to their service). The Commission has 1hcrefore tepOIltedly
stated that pio'Viders are not entitled to a markup on costs. orprofit, but 0D1y their mwmable
costs of providing service in compliance with the JUles aID 11.25% rate ofrctum on capital
investment (which is mWmal. beoau8e telay is not a capital intensive service).
7.

. The compensation rates are set each June for the following July 1 to June 30

Fund year. Presently. the compensation rates are based on the providers' projected costs and
minutes ofuse ~ a fUture two-yea:r period. Beginning in 2003,1be Commission began
diaa110wing some submitted costs (including profit) as oldside the scope of reasonable costs
attributable to 1hc provision ofTRS in comp1iaDce wi1h our rules.

\

8.
In July 2006. the Commission released an NPRM seeking cominent on neW cost \
RCOveIY methodologies for the various forms ofTRS. 'Ibe8c ineluded 1he MARS plan for
traditional IRS and 81'S and usc of a truc-up (priDcipally for VRS). 1hc NPRM also so~
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t on the extent and nature of allowable costs in various cost categories (e.g., marketing
'OUtreach, ovcrl1ead, etc).

C.

Recent Data on the Compensation ofVRS Providers

1.
The Fund presently compensates 11 VR8 providers. Their respective share of
the market varies widely. One provider provides approximately 82% of all VRS minutes. Three
other providers each provide approximately S% of all the VRS minutes. The remaining 7
providers account for the remaining 3% of aU minutes. As a result, when a compensation tate is
calculated based on all providers' projected costs: and minutes, the resulting rate is very close to
the rate of the provider with the dominant mar1cct share •
. 2.
Based on data submitted by the provid.en (they are required to submit actual
costs and minutes for prior years), we know that the dominant provider was overcompensated
approximately $80 million in calendar 2006, and SS7 million in calendar 2005 (included in the
SS1 million is approximately $40 million in stock options paid to tho provider's einployees).
'Ibis compensation in excess of costs increases the Fund size. We also know that, with the same
compensation rate, some of the smaller providers lost money.

D.

(

Other Issues that Affect the Size and Integrity of the Fund

1.
Misuse olIP Relay. We have been aware that non-d.eaf or non.hard-of-hearlng
persons usc IP Relay - and the anonymity it provides the user - to make purchases from
merchants using stolen credit cards. Most of these schemes appear to originate overseas. The IP
Relay providers handle these calls lib any other calls, even though they can genenlly detect
when a call involves a fraudulent purchase. They arc generally happy to do so since they get paid
for the calls, but some providers have found that these calls demoralize the CAs and therefore
they have authorized their CAs to terminate these calls.
2.
The Commission released an.NPRM on this issue in May 2006 seeking comment
on.ways to curtail this misuse .. Consumer advocates life strongly opposed to permitting the CAs
to terminate suspected fraudulent calls because it would require them to step out of their role as
an invisible conduit. We do not have accurate numbers on the percent ofIP Relay calls that are
illegitimate. At one point we believed it might be 3().40% of aU calls, but now it is likely lower
than that (there are website chatrooms dedicated to CAs talking about the tiauduleDt calls they
handle). Providers do take steps to block incoming calls from overseas. DRO staff drafted RI1
order that would have required providers to ensure that the minutes they bill the Fund arc for
legitimate relay cans. and therefore would have permitted them to terminate calls they suspected.
and reasonable determined, were likely fraudulent oeM: indicated that they did not WBDt to take
this approach.
3.
Submission ofRJegitimate Minutesfor Payment. We have received anecdotal
and other evidence that some providers use various schemes to boost the nwnb« of minutes they
submit for payment. These schemes include providing te1c>seminars via VRS~ making VRS
~~ calls while installing VRS equipment in consumers' hom~ and encouraging employees to
:malo:VRS calls to rack up minutes.
II

DISCUSSION

1.
The size ofthc Fund is n~ in and of i~
relevant If the compensation rates
(or methodologies) are f8ir and reasonable, and the minutes the providers submit for payment are
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te, then the Fund. regardless of its size. works to fulfill the Commission's statutory
date requiring the availability ofTRS and no extra cost to consumers when accessing the
. tdephone system. The integrity of the Fund is rcallybased on two factors: (I) are1he providers
~ing compcnsa1M for the reasonable costs in accotdance with our rules, or are they being
overcoIDPlmBated; and (2) are the minutes submitted for compensation legitimate minutes. The
record reflects that, ovcraJJ. the Fund has made payments to some providers in excess ofthcir
coats (and therefore in violation of our rules). and that some minutes submitted for compensation
may be not be legitimate. The first point has by far the most effect on the size of the Fund.
A.

The Overpayment of PrOviders

1.
The com:ct and efficient operation of the TRS program results in the
compensation of service providers for their actual reasonable costs of providing service. They are
not entitled to profit or a markup on expenses. If the. providers are appropriately compensated
(i.e; not overcompcnsated). then most of the Fund issues are resolved. The issue, then, is how
best to fairly and reasonably compensate the providers for their reasonable costs of providing
service.

(,
\

2.
.Analysis of this issue must recoguize that several fi.mda.mental points arc in
tension: (1) Title IV creates a service 'that phone companies must offer, and they will be
compensated for their costs of providing service so consumers won·t have to pay thc extra costs
required to access the telephone system because they are deaf; so. wc pay the providers what
should be 1heir marginal costs of providing this service; (2) we now have stand-alonc,
ent!epIeDeUrial, for profit companics offering VRS service on a national basis. with compensation
from the Fund being virtually their entire source ofim=ome; and (3) we have allowed the semce
to be one in which C011!!JIDC1lI neither need to subscribe to. nor pay for (:&eeequipment. free
installation. free :maintenance. free ca1ls, no long distance charges, etc.).
3.
This reality also creates tension between the Commission, on one hand, and the
providers and the COI1Sl.1D1CIS: the compensation methodology and compensation Jates for the
providers are intended to give them. their reasonablc actual costs of providing service, but we and
the providers will never agree on what those costs should be, They want compensldion from. the
Fund to cover all facets ofnuming an independent, for profit business - a business that has to
keep growing and (in many cases) pay mWlStors •. We want to compensate only the costs of
actually providing a specific service, mandated by sta1ute, and cireumscribed by the mandatory
minimnm standards. The consumers support the providers in getting higher rates because the
consumers do not ~y for the service and they believe that higher rates mean better service.
4.
As noted above, the prescmtmethodology. along with the Commission's decision
to continue the 200S~2006 rate for the 2006-2007 Fwid year. has resulted in the
OVBfcompensation of the domiDant provider by approximately $80 million (in 2006 al~).
The
only way to avoid this pt'Qblem. is to ensure that the cost ~vcry
methodology results in
compensation (or rates) that accurately COII'Clatcto the providers' reasonable actual costs. as we
define them consistent with the statute and the rules. That requires either more careful
application of the current methodology. or the adopting of some other methodology.

s.

With regard to the current methodology. there are several steps that can be taken.

•

Work with the Fund administrator to review cost submissions of tho providers to
disclose areas of"umeasoDable" cost claims, take approptiate steps to let

including:
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NOvidcn know which costs are and are not reasonable, and disallow
unreasonable or othc:rwise noncompensable costs. (We have not done this the
past two years because the rate has not been set based on projected costs and
minutes ofuse (for 2005-2006, we adopted the mediaD rate oftb.eproviders; for
2006-2007 we continued 1he 2005-2006 rate».
Audit providers to ensure that (1) minutes submitted for payment are legitimate,
and (2) the costs they submit in setting rate are accurate and reasonable. Before
this year, virtually no auditing of providers occurred. This year. the Inspector
General has begun audits of all TRS providers. There arc maJI)'"reasons to
perform regular audits. They endorse the ac:cOlDltability of the Commission for
its oversigbt of the Fund. Audits disclose mistakes, assess procedures and permit
their improvement. Audits also provide the best mechanism for detecting bad
acts. With a program 1hat bas operated for more than a decade without auditing
service providers, tbcre is also a strong incentive for providers to inflate their cost
estimates for pmposes of setting 1he compensation rate.

•

Related1y, the S1atem.cnt of Work in the procurement for the Fund administrator
reflects the Commission's intent to improve its oversight :function of the TRS
Fund. Under the contract, audits of providers and sub-provideIs will be
performed regularly. 1'hc Commission will have input to the audit design and
will receive the audit findings. Issues of auditor independence will be nrinimired
because the administrator will select 1he auditors, the Commission will have
oversight of the development oftbeauditplaDs, and the ftmd will pay for1he
audits. These audita will be annual of providers. Furt:1u::nnore. the contract
will define a precise and rigorous oversight of the administrator, including
quality assurance provisions and penalties for failure to 1'I1CCtspecified
perfonnancc metrics.

an

(

Collect additional information about the number of deaf and bard-of-hearing
people in the UDited. States and their utilization of the various TRS services.
Presently. there is a lack of such information, which prevents the Commission
from specifically assessing the program operations and from setting appropriate
objectives for the program. It would be beneficial for 1hc Commission - on its
own or through a contract process -to conduct a study to determine these
numbers (e.g., how many ASL users there are in the ccnmtry and what percentage
use VRS). Without dUBdata, it is difficult to determine, for example, how much
more outreach is necessary (on top of the tens of millions of dollars already spent
on VRS outreach).
Use the TRS Advisory ColmCil to more closely monitor and determine
reasonable compensation tates. Unfortunately, however, because the Council is
mostly made up of users and providers, it has genenl1y simply advocated for
higher rates and has been adversarial to the Commission and to the administrator.
(DRO drafted an order abolishing the Co~
but that idea was Il'jected by
OeM).
The PART analysis also suggests some steps that can be taken. including
adopting performance measures. addressing the fraudulent use of the service, and
entering into a more rigorous contract with the Fund administrator
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6.
There are a number of other approaches to compensating VRS providers that do
not involve simply adopting a rate based on projected costs and minutes. These options
include using a true-up. or fund settlements on oompany-specific costs. which would
ensure that providers are neither ovetpaid nor undeIpaid for providing service. We could
also adopt tiered rates that would vwy depending on the number of minutes off~
B.

IDegitimate Minutes

1.
There are two ways to deter the compensation of illegitimate minutes: (1) find a
way to stop providQ'S from handling. or providers billing the Fund for. IP Relay calls
made by persons to defraud merchants or illegal PUlpOSeS (since these folks are not dea.f;
but an: just usU1g IP Relay 88 a conduit that gives them anonymity. these ate not
legitimate relay calls that should be paid by the Fwul); (2) audit the minutes submitted by
the providers to ensure that the minutes were ae:tually calls by consumers seeking to use
relay. In that regard. the most egregious abuse in tepOrting minutes (the PubJix. case)
was discovered by looking for anomalies in trends of reported minutes and investigating.
The bet1=' practice. hoWl:WCl'. would be to conduct regular audits of reported minutes.
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EXHIBIT 4

TOOmas Chandler
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thomas Chandler
Monday, May 21, 20074:48 PM
Cathy seidel
Jay Keithley; Andrew MUlltz; Gregory Hlibok
Long winded e-mail on VRS cost recovery. Some thoughts to consider. Tom

I have a few more thoughts on VRS compensation rates. I think: we have to be honest with ourselves about the issues we
are facing.
In short, I believe that we are trying to do the impossible. We are endlessly frustrated in trying to come up with a viable
compensation scheme, but in truth there is simply no way to reconcile the following reality: (l) we interpret (correctly,
in my view) that Title IV creates a service that phone companies must offer, and they will be compensated for their costs
of providing service so consumers won't have to pay the extra costs required to access the telephone system because they
are deaf; so, we pay the providers what should really be their marginal costs of providing this service; but (2) we now
have stand-alone, entrepreneurial, for profit companies offering VRS service on a national basis, with compensation from
the Fund being virtually their entire source of income.
.
We are also trying to do the impossible because of this additional reality: we have allowed the service to be one in
which consumers neither need to subscribe to, nor pay for. What other service is like that??? Hearing folks sign up for
, wireline and wireless telephone service, and pay for the services and f~
they want. Everyone has to contract with a
company to get cable or satellite TV, Internet service, satellite radio, and, for that matter, electricity, water, gas, etc.
WhY. of all the services used in this country, is TRS (and particularly VRS) :free to consumers with no need to even sign
up to getthe service? Nothing else works like that, and nothing in Title N or its legislative history suggests that is what
Congress intended. We have lost our moorings, with terrible and frustrating consequences (not the least of which is the
size of the Fund and the enormous overcompensation of some providers).
With this reality, we are asked to come up with a compensation methodology and compensation rates for the providers to
give them their reasonable actual costs of providing service. But we and the providers will never be able to agree on
what those costs should be. They need compensation from the Fund to cover all facets of running an independent, for
profit business - a business that has to keep growing and develop new products, and that (in many eases) has to pay
investors. We want to compensate only the costs of actually providing a specific service, mandated by statute, and
circumscribed by the mandatory minimum standards. We say - again correctly, in my view - that this is all the providers
are entitled to receive from the Fund. But the providers seize of some of the elastic language in the statute and regs.
For example, the providers defend their position saying: the statute requires adoption of new technologies; the statute
requires functional equivalency, and with new technologies there are more and more services and features we want to
. offer; we must be compensated for R&D to meet waived standards and ensure functional equivalency, the regulations
require outreach so we have to spend money to do that, etc. They also say that we say we are pro-competition, so we
can't let the small providers go out of business. even though their costs may be higher. Some of that may be true, but it
does not justify how we are currently going about compensating the providers (i.e., for everything and more).
A few other factors exacerbate the problem. First, consumers have been led to think of this service as an entitlement - as

noted above, they bear no costs with respect to the service (other 1han having a broadband connection, with they can also
use for Internet access), so they are happy to support the providers in offering more services and features, with
compensation coming from the Fund. Second, we have allowed onc provider - with. extraordinBrily aggressive (and often
illegal) marketing practices - to dominate the market (presently, approximately an 82% market share). This imbalanced
market share also makes it very difficult to set rates using a rate based on average costs doesn't work in these
circumstances; but that, of course, begs the question - in setting rates, just what are trying to accomplish? Fair
compensation based on actual reasonable costs (as we define them)? Keep everyone in business? Compensate everyone
at the same rate?
1

w ~will always be in an adversarial relationship with the providers as long as they are entrepreneurial, for profit
companies that look to the Fund for their sole source of income. They have no incentive but to expand the kinds and
amounts of costs that recoverable from the Fund as they expand their business and seek revenue to pay their investors
(the private equity companies that now own some of the largest providers). They view their compensable costs as those
costs that any business must incur to stay in business, compete with similar providers. and make money.
.
Endlessly arguing about what costs are compensable - when we and the providers have drastically different views on just
what this service is supposed to be - win never get us anywhere. The providers will challenge again and again anything
we try to do that limits the compensation they want to run their competitive businesses. And, frankly, we probably don't
even know the nature and existence of the some of their costs that are buried in their cost submissions.
The only solution is adopting an entirely new approach, and there are only two choices: (l) bid the service out as a
federal financed service; or (2) require TRS to be a subscription service, like every other telecom service, and have the
Fund simply compensate the marginal cost of call from a deaf person to a hearing person that results from hllving to have
a CA relay the call back and forth. Apart from those costs, providers would compete to sign up customers, and would
charge customers for equipment, installation, maintenance, extra call features, long distance, etc. in the same way that
voice telephone users obtain and pay for service.
The second approach could be done consistent with the statute, because the statute states that TRS users cannot be
required to pay rates "greater than the rates paid for functionally equivalent voice communication services with respect to
such factors as the duration of the call, the time of day, and the distance from point of origination to point of
termination:' This clearly suggests that Congress envisioned that consumers would pay something to make a TRS call.
The first approach would likely require Congressional action.
I think it is possible we could get the providers to work with us to accomplish the second approach, but only if we have
the backbone to make it clear that we are not going to keep compensating them at the ridiculously high rates that we have
in the past, and therefore the only way they can keep getting additional revenues in the future is the way all other
companies do it - they offer services and features that consumers are willing to pay for. Here, that would be a particular
type ofTRS - VRS - that has attendant benefits (free video to video calls with the same equipment) and features that
consumers can choose to pay for or not We need to convince the VRS providers that the days of endlessly streams of
money from Fund, covering every facet of their business (and more), is over, and that a new system is going to put in
place. They will have ample opportunity to make profit under the new system - charge for additional services and
equipment, better and fancier equipment, etc. In the long ron, this apporach will solve a lot of problems. I dontt see an
alternative that is consistent with the statute and that will actually put this service on a viable footing.
Happy, of course, to hear any thoughts on this. Tom
*** Non.-Public: For Internal Use Only ***
Torn Chandler
Chief, Disability Rights Office
Consumer and Governmental Affairs Bureau
Federal Communications Commission
Room 3~B431
445 12th Street, S.w.
Washington, D.C. 20554
(202) 418-1475
(cell) (70S) 338·0372
(TIY) (202) 418-0597
thomas.chandler@fcc.gov
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Thomas Chandler
From:

Thomas Chandler

Sent:

Tuesday, september 04, 2007 5:59 PM

To:

Ian Dillner

Subject:

cost recov8IY order
•

~"'<

Ian -I see that Nikki sent you the revised order last week with the tiered rates for VRS. I would love to talk to you .,.~~'J'ito
about this offline; otherwiSe, I guess this e-rnaD reflects my last gasp on this subject. Does the Chalrman
-. ;; ..
recognize that these rates perpetuate the enormous ($100 million a year) windfall for Sorenson, at the expense of
': :;;
the ratepayers. Does he realize that Sorenson's own flllng shows that its actual cost of proving VRS In calendar
/?,~'i
2006 was In the low $4.00 range, so that the present $6.64 rate was more than 50% higher than Sorenson's
actual costs? And NECA's public May 1. 2007 filing confirms this - noting that the average 2006 actual cost of
providing VRS for all providers was $4.55 (and Sorenson has over 80% of the market). Does he realize that
senator Hatch's and WUey Rein's connection to SorenSon (or the private equity company that now owns
Sorenson) makes all of this look sort of bad?
We all know that Sorenson (and Hands On and CSOVRS) have been purchased by private equity firms, and thus
the whole point Is to generate a substantial rate of retum for the investors. We also Imow, for example. that
Hands On sells Its accounts receivables to Wells Fargo. so It gets only 88% of the present $6.64 rate - about
$5.84. Why would we knowingly compensate them In the mid $6.00 range when they are living off of $5.84, and
still presumably making enough money to be attractive to private equity investors?

(

.;0.

,

I hate to say It, but the whole TRS (VRS) compensation reglme has become a classic fleecing of AmerIca.
Shouldn' we be more worried about this exposure than simply making the provlders happy by giving them
everything that they want (they now come in and just tell us the rates they want, and it seems that Is what we do).
We know that OMS haS concems about the Fund, and we also know that the IG Is looking II1to some of the
provIders. I predict that the results of that will not make the providers look good, which In tum wUl not maka us
look good. Also, when I started In this Job five years ago, the VRS rate was $17.00. When we battled to get the
rate down to the $7.00 range (and a battle It was), the providers and consumers were outraged, held a sit-In
outside the CGS's chiefs office, and screamed that that rate would put them out of business. What really
happened? FIVe years later the VRS world flourishes, and we know they are making a fortune off $6.64 a minute
and that a rate reflecting actual reasonable costs (as requiFed by our regs) would be in the mid -$4.00 range.
I am aU for the tiered rate approach, and even locking In the rates for three years. But, honestly, the current rates
($6.30, $6.50, and $6. n) are Just absurd given the facts as we know them and as reftected In NECA's filing, and
the justlflcation for them In the order (that I just made up, per the directions I received) is completely at odds with
the rest of the order that addresses permissible costs in certain categories and the history of our concern over
high rates. I originally proposed tiered rates of $4.76, $5.64, and $6.52. Maybe those rates would be too much
of a shock (though they are still over-generous). But how about something like $6.14 (adjusted provider coats),
$5.75 (close to what Hands On already gets), and $5.00 (Which would stDl give Sorenson a windfall of $30-$40
million - they do about 4 mlllion minutes a month. so figure 50 mnlion mmutes a year, overcompensating them by
even 50 cents a minute would result In a $15-20 million gafn), Of course, we could do the true-up approach (that
Michele Carey originally suggested), although admIttedly that would create a lot of annual administrative work.
These are just my views, but they are Informed by the facts and experience. Also, I have a selfish Interest in this.
I don't want to be hung out to dry so that in future years. when the public learns about what has gone on, it Is said
that aU that happened on Chandler's watch.
FlnaDy, I will add that the consumer groups, wonderful folks though they are, and rightfully deserving of high
quality relay services, have really made a mistake hitching themselves to the providers. Their concern should not
be the rates, but rather whether the services are available and provided consistent with our rules. But now most
of the leading consumer ad,vocates work for the providers. They run the risk that iflWhen someone ever appeals
one of our orders and the D.C.CircuIt gets a hold of what we are doing, much of what they have gained may be
lost. as surely the present way relay Is offered was never what Congress Intended (but that Is another story)
:} There Is much more that can be said, on this topic

M~~~

have overstayed my welcome already.

~ln.ISknply
hope thai some ollhese tssu•• and concerns..u be cons1denld before the ~~:::order that Is not only (in my view) completely unsupportable, but also reaUy rips off the ratepayers to
providers. At bottom, that reany isn't the right thing to do.
Tom

J."
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FCC DIG

KPMGUP

P.01/01

.

2IlD1 M sreet. NW
Wallhln;ton. DC 20038

Sorenson Video Relay Somces (VRS)
Telecommunications

Relay Service (TRS) Fund

Federal CoIIllIlW1icati.ons Commission:

KPMG LLP (KPMO) was engaged by the Federal eommuntoatiODS Commissiou Ol'tlce of Inspector
General to conduct a pcrfinmatlce audit of the telccommuoi.c:ations relay services proVided by Sor=.son
Video Remy Servicc$ (So1'eD8OI1). Sorenson n,wnagcmcmt was re8pODSib1e for cati.fying and subWtt:ln&
Monthly Reports of Relay Service Minutes (Monthly Report) and a Relay Services Data Request (RSDR)
in aeeordaDce with the Federal Communications Commission's 47 C.F.R. Part § 64.601 tbrmtgh 64.6OS lIZId
related orders. Our responsibility was to nwiew the supporting documentation aDd IeCOI'da for the Monthly
Reports aDd the RSDR to evaIn.ate: (1) if those subl::l.'l.is5iws WIn consistent with applicable laws and
regulations and (2) whether the support:Jns; d.cC'lJ.JDmtation reasonably supportecl the eosts reported in those
submissiolUl to warrant reimbursem=nt with Telecommunications Rday Services (TRS) funds for calendar
years 2004, 2005, and 2006.
Except as described in the foUowinB paragraph, oor performance audit was peribnned illllCCQIdance with
Government Auditing Standartlst issued by the COmptrCllet of'lhe United States..

Sorenson provided u.s with tho appropriato miD.utes iDfonnation to evaluate the Monthly Raport. However,
Sorenson did not permit us access to their staff and the re1cvlmt systems to document and test 1be eontrols
associated with accumu1atiDg and. reporting the minutes. P~.
Sorenson did not provide US with a
IeconcillatJon of the audited tinandal statements for 2004. 2005. and 2006 to the submitted RSDR costs
(filed fOr calendar years 2004, 2005, and 2(06). Also. SOIeQSOD did cot provide \IS with ~
~
financial stateme.tlts for 2004. 200s. and. 2006. W~
access to the staff' and systems to assess 1110
controls lU'ld the n::<:cw.ciJiation sud tmredaaad audited financia1 statements for 2004. 2005. and 2006, 'M:did not have the infOrmation needed to evaluate both the Mombly Report and the submilted RSDR costa to
conduct a perfonnance aw!it. AocordiDgly. it W$S not practical to CQmpleto our e.udit procedures to
determine; (1) if tho RSDR tod MQnthly Report submis&ioni were OODSistem with appJieable la.WJ and
Jeg\llatiODSj or (2) whether the supportin,g documentation reasonably S\1P1)Ort.cd the cOsts rcpotted in those
submissions to warrant reimbmscmlent with TRS funds fot' calemlar yea:n 2004. 2OOS. aDd ZOO6.
Due to the limitation on the scope of our work as a result of the matters described in the third paragmph. we
ate unable to complete OUf perf'ormancc audit and can not conclude with respect to whether 1hc RSDR and.
Monthly Report subJuissions by SonlllSon were (1) consistent with applWab1e laWs and regu1atiaos; or
(2) whether Sorenson's suppoIt:iq dooum.eJ:ltil.tion reasonably supported the costs reported in those
submissions to warrant reimbtasemcnt with TRS funds fur calendar yea:r:a2004. 2005, and 2006.

April 10, 2008
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KPMGU.P
2001 M Slreet. NW
Wss/llngton, DC 20038

July 30 2008
J

Dr. Kent R. Nilsson, Inspector General
Federal Communications Commission
Office of the Inspector General
445 12th Street SW
Room2-C762
Washington, DC 20554

Dr. Nilsson:
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Office of Inspector General (OIG) engaged us
to conduct performance audits on seven Telecommunications Relay Service (TRS) providers to
determine whether the Relay Service Data. Requests (RSDR) and the Monthly Reports of Relay
Service Minutes for the funding years 2004, 2005, and 2006 that were certified and submitted by
TRS Providers are (i) consistent with applicable laws and regulations and (ii) supported by
sufficient documentation to warrant reimbursement with TRS funds.
The seven provider audits were conducted as performance audits in accordance with 2007
Revision of Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United
States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
KPMG completed our performance audits of seven of the TRS providers that represented over
15% of the TRS payments made during the calendar year of 2006. This overall capping letter is
intended to inform FCC management of the pervasive issues that came to our attention during the
performance audits specifically related to (1) the lack of adequate supporting documentation for
the TRS costs reported by the providers on the RSDR and (2) the incorrect or unallowable
minutes claimed by the providers in the Monthly Reports of Relay Service Minutes .
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Background
TRS is mandated by Title IV of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 19901 and allows people
who are deaf hard of hearing, or have speech disabilities to communicate by telephone with a
person without such a disability. Implementing regulations for TRS are provided in Part 47 of the
Code ofFedera1 Regulations.2 There are five types ofTRS services: Traditional TRS Speech-toSpeech, Captioned Telephone Video Carry Over, Internet Protocol Relay, and Video Relay
Service. For most forms of TRS, these centers are staffed by specially trained communications
assistants (CAs) who relay conversations between persons using various types of assistive
communication devices and persons using a standard telephone.
J

Persons with a qualifying disability receive TRS free of charge. The cost of providing TRS on an
intrastate basis is paid by the respective states whereas the cost of interstate TRS is paid for by the
TRS Fund under the auspices of the FCC on a minute of use basis. Reimbursement is made at

rates established annually by the FCC after a data collection from the providers facilitated by
National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA). The TRS Fund receives its funding from user
fees collected from the approximately 2,800 common carriers providing telephone voice
transmission services. This collection is administered by NECA.

The TRS Fund increased dramatically in recent years. Founded in 1993, the fund's annual
allotment for disbursements was initially $30.8 million. By 1999. disbursements increased to $38
million in 1999. With the significant growth of the TRS Fund. there has been an increased
number of certified VRS and JP"providers. and growth in the disbursements being made. During
the next three years disbursements began a period of rapid growth, increasing to $64 million by
2002. The TRS Fund has increased approximately 50.80% each year since then to over $440
million in disbursements for the 2007 funding year.

Public Law No. 101-336, § 401. 104 Stat. 321,336-69 (1990), adding section 225 to the Communications Act of
1934; see 41 U.S.C. § 225.
"

I

::47 C.F.R. Part 64. Section 601(14)

·'
"

I. Overall Results
During our examinations of the TRS Providers, we identified exceptions to the specified FCC
Rules and Orders, and the RSDR and Monthly Report of Relay Service Minutes forms. The
following paragraphs provide a brief overview of the most common examination findings.
a. lAck of Supporting DocJUne1lttdion
We found several instances where the supporting documentation was not readily available or
maintained for indirect cost allocations. travel costs. sponsorship. and research and development
As a result. we could not validate the costs reported on the RSDRs. In some instances, the
providers claimed travel costs, sponsorship costs and research and development costs, but could
not provide supporting documentation to demonstrate that the costs were appropriate to be
submitted as TRS costs. In some instane~, the TRS providers had to obtain copies of the
documentation from other sources. In other instances, estimated costs were used instead of the
actual costs on the RSDRs. We also found that some providers did not have a methodology to
allocate indirect costs, and could not reconcile the costs claimed on the RSDR to their accounting
records. Without the documentation from the providers' accounting records to support the actual
cost data for the RSDR., the costs reported on the RSDR could not be relied upon.
According to CPR Part 64.604, TRS providers shall provide the administrator with accurate data,
both historical and projected, including total TRS operating expenses and total TRS minutes of
use data, necessary to determine TRS fund revenue requirements and payments as part of the
mandatory minimum standards for providing TRS services.3
NECA's RSDR Instructions, required TRS providers to issue a Cost Allocation Manual or
equivalent guidance that describes the underlying basiS for all cost allocations," Costs must be
5
allocated between "TRS and Non- TRS services and the allocation must be described.
Until funding year 2008t the RSDR costs were used as a basis for developing the rates to be used
in reimbursing the providers for the minutes of service provided under the TRS program.
Beginning in funding year 2008. the FCC set the rates for a three year period. subject to
adjustment However, even the present rates set for three years were developed based upon the
information provided from the RSDR·s from the various providers and the costs reported could
not be relied upon 88 accurate .

• 47 CJ1.R. SecliOllI54.604 (e)(6)(ih1(C) Sec previous CootDote fof full c;:riteria.(BI'2OO.I3)
NBCA ~l&y Se:rvl" Dat&~
InslmcIlons (EF2OO.14)
s FCCR.cdQ4..137.pmgraph
182foo~520(moo3)
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b. Monthly Reports of Relay Service Mmutes Are Not SubsUmtiated

The Monthly Reports of Relay Service Minutes filed monthly with NECA by the TRS providers
included duplicate minutes in some instances and unallowable minutes in other cases. Some of
the TRS providers did not have processes and/or controls in place to support the minutes claimed
for reimbursement As a result, the TRS providers could not provide reasonable support for the
minutes claimed for reimbursement on their Monthly Report of Relay Service Minutes filed with
NECA and some of the providers were paid for duplicate or unallowable minutes.

The following is the criteria associated with the unsubstantiated reports:
_ According U?FCC DA 05-141. under Improper Handling ofTRS calls. released January
26. 2005. VRS is to be used only when a person with a hearing disability. who absent such
disability would make a voice telephone call, desires to make a call to a person without
such a disability through the telephone system (or if, in the reverse situation, the hearing
person desires to make such a call to a person with a hearing disability). s

_ FCC Order 07-186 states that costs attributable to relay hardware and software used by
the consumer. including installation, maintenance. and testing are not reimbursable from
the TRS Fund The order further states that reimbursable expenses do not include
expenses for the equipment itself. equipment distribution, or installation of the equipment
or necessary software? Minutes associated with the remote installation of video phones
are a cost of installation and could not be submitted to NECA for reimbursement from the
TRSFund.

i; TRS Provider was paidfor duplicated M'rnutes
VRS service line. which allowed callers to call multiple parties. within the
same VRS call session. During a conference call, the call should have been
recorded as a single call. However. the provider's confei'encing feature caused
a duplication of call records which resulted in one VRS billable call being
recorded as multiple call records. The TRS Provider was overpaid by NECA.

• fCC DAOS-141. ~3.
~HtAdIiIlgofTRS
, FCC Order 07·186 PlJqraph 82

Ca1II(EF2OO.1)
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ii. TRS Providers Submitted Minutes for Internal Testing Calls on Monthly

Minute Submissions to NECA.
The TRS Providers claimed the minutes for quality assurance and test calls for
VRS as reimbursable by the TRS Fund. Traditional TRS contracts with states
require quality assurance test calls and allow for reimbursement of these calls
within the states' programs. Based on that process, TRS Providers adopted
the same quality assurance process for VRS. The Quality Assurance calls are
made during daily operating hours and the test call process includes checking
the normal VRS call traffic to ensure that customers are not inconvenienced by
the calls and the quality assurance tests do not iIlterfbre with the regular VRS
traffic. However, the TRS program does not allow reimbursement of quality
assurance calls.
Various TRS Providers informed us that in preparing the information for the
audit that they had identified certain months with testing minutes, which were
reported inadvertently. Test calls initiated by TRS Providers are not subject to
reimbursement from the TRS Fund. The purpose of these calls is to assess the
technical system skills of VIs by testing the amount of time that it takes to
answer, set-up, and sign-off a call. These calls were made by internal staff of
the various TRS Providers to another VI in same location. Therefore, these
minutes are not reimbursable by the TRS Fund.
iii. TRS Provider Inappropriately submitted VRS conversation minutes

associated with the installation of VRS phones to the TRS Fund.
A TRS Provider included billings for technical support and customer service
calls ssscciated with the installation of the video phone. According to the

VRS Management, the video phone had user-installation capabilities, so
physical installation by the provider personnel was not needed. However, the
customers who received the video phone for the first time often called the TRS
Provider's Technical Support or Customer Service in order to set up the video
phone correctly.
We determined through testing of call detail records provided by the TRS

Provider that the technical calls were transferred to the manufacturer of the
Video Phone, and inappropriately billed to the TR.S Fund. The TRS
provider's management informed us that technical support VRS minutes. most
of which are the installation calls, were not removed from the call detail, and
were claimed on the Monthly Report of Relay Service Minutes.
TRS Provider's reporting system extracted VRS call records from a server

which documented each call made on the TRS Provider's server. These call

"

records were separated by call queues, which reported normal VRS call traffic,
testing calls, and training for the VRS call system. The'fRS Provider's
maiJagement then sorted the call records to separate the billable calls from the
non-billable calls. We discovered through call detail analysis that TR8
Provider' included technical support and installation minutes iIi a billable VR.S
call queue, and allowed such minutes to be included in calculating the total
conversation minutes per month. These minutes were Dotbillable to the TRS
fimd.

.'

n.

OBSERVATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES

FOR IMPROVEMENT

•

FCC and/or NECA TRS program management could develop and implement
policies and procedures to more specifically define the documentation
requirements for the TRS program expenses incurred by providers.

•

NECA TRS Administration could perform more invasive testing and auditing
of providers call detail in order to ensure that duplicated minutes are not
reported and reimbursed by the TRS Fund.

•

FCC and/or NECA TRS program management could more specifically define
the rules related to the unallowable minutes specifically related to calls for
quality assurance, testing and installation.

•

FCC TRS program management could require NECA to develop a cyclical
program to perform audits of the providers supporting documentation for costs
reported on the RSDR and the call minutes claimed.

Very truly yours,

EXHmIT8
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Message

Danfel Shlman
From:

Catherine Bohlgian

Sent:

Thursday, June 3D, 2005 6:51 PM

To:

DanielShiman

Cc:

Heather Dixon

SUbJect~ RE: Outline for report
_Thanks, Daniel. The ouUine looks fine with a few tweakS. Keep in mind that this IS about mandatory a la carte,
not voluntary, because we are critiquing the first report, which assumed mandatory. If anyone wanted to do a la
carte, they'd be doing so now. Since no one Is, we're only talking about mandatory, So 2nd section should jUst
be criticizing the reports conclusions that (mandatory) a Ia carte would be bad for consumers. The 3rd section
should be exploring at least 2 options the first report didn't consider: a digital thel118" tier, and, for lack of a catchy .
name right now, "limited a Is carteD where a consumer piCks (I'm making up-numbers here - use whatever worts)
30 of these 40 channels for $25, or 50 of these 60 channels for $40. (These would, of COU{S8, also be
mandatory, No reason to explore voluntary)
Finally wf1lie the docu ment is likely to be a report to congress, don't worry now about what it is called or whom irs
for. Let's just get the substance right for now.
I

leslie starts In August ·1 assume you'll have a draft before then. I asked the Chairman whether It would be
appropriate to ca.ll her to talk about her comments. and he said no. So we'll have to make do with what we have
from her.
"'
Thanksl

••• Non~Public: For Intcma1Use Only···
---OrigInal
Message-From: Daniel Shlman
sent: Thursday, June 30, 2005 4:00 PM
To: catherine Bohlgian
.
SUbject: OUtline for report

Catherine,
You asked in our meeting for an outline. Attached is a tentative outline of the report. I used the
structure of the Media Bureau draft as starting point. Let me know if you want any changes.
With my division chief's approval, I have recruited twa people from my division to work on this, an
economist who is familiar with the details of the Booz Allen report, and someone who is good at
proofreading, to review and edit this report.
'

some questions as wen:
1. What is this document to be called, and how will it be issued? Is it a letter to Congress (like the
original report), or a Commission report, or a staff report, or a working paper from me? .

I have

2. When does Leslie Marx arrive, and should I consult her? I found her comments to be very useful.
3. Can I presume that we are not interested in mandatory a la carte? The original report focussed on the
difficulties with adopting a mandatoty a la carte regime (which prohibits bundling). Some of the

7/5/2005
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arguments in that report are correct as they apply to mandatory a la carte. so I was considering
emphasizing how voluntary a 1a carte and themed tiers avoids much of the harms of mandatory a la carte
(since consumers can still buy the big bundle if they choose); while providing significant benefits to
consumers who don't want tbe bundle
BTW, I am working at home today, since I usually telecommute on Thursdays. I will be in my office
tomorrow, and working on this over the weekend, probably at home.
Daniel Shiman
office: 418-7153
hODle:301-803-7038

7/512005
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Daniel Shlman
sarah Whitesell
Wednesday, July08, 2005 5:13 PM
Daniel Shiman
RE: Key documentS

From:
Sent:
To:

SubJect:

Thank youl Thanks for the download today. My notes say that the first part of the document Is to be a rebuttal to the
previous report, arguIng that it was based on failed assumptions and a failure to consider other Issues, which, if
considered, could lead one to conctude that _
could be in the consumer's best interest (not sure what goes in that
blank). The second part is to criticize the initial report for falling to consider the Idea of a digital themed tier which would be
In.the consumer's best interest. She said a lhemed tier Is Just a matter of marketing. Let me see what else I can find out
and I'll report back. I can't be sure AT AlL that this is precisely what she wants the report to say, but this was her initial
summary.
-

Non-Public: For Internal Use Only--Original Message-Fnmu
sent:
To:
Subject:

DanIel Shlman

Wednesday, July 06, 2005 4:06 PM
sarahWhItesell
Keydocuments

sarah,
Attached are the electronic versions of some of the documents I gave you (Outline. Booz Allen report. article,
MBiJohnson supplemental report, Duvall report). I don't have electronic copies of the 2 short Media Bureau
evaluations of the assumptions of the orIgInal report, or the new chief economist's letter, for which you have paper
copies. I will send the pdf for the full report separately, and hope our email system delivers It (It Is a 9 megabyte file).
Thanks for your help on thIs projectl
Daniel

« Flte: Outline of new reporldoc»
«File:
Cable%20A%20La%20Carte%2~.pdf»
final copy for Jerry 05.26.05.doc »
-

Booz-,,!len_aJa_Carte_Report.pdf»
«File: Billing World article
«File: SupplementaIAlaearte_DrafL20050624final.doc»
<c: File:

Non-Public: For Intemal Use Only •••
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Daniel Shlman
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Daniel Shlman
Friday, July 08, 2005 4:16 PM
catherine Bohlglan
Heather Dbeon; sarah Whitesell; Donna Gregg
RE: Thoughts on some issues

My comment here was addressing the fact th~t bundllng Is better able to get revenues from consumers. but it came across
as more pessimlstlc about a la carte than does my draft report.
In my report I have a variant of the point that you make, that under a la carte prices could be lower for some consumers
because:
'
1) some consumers only watch the most popular networks, whose revenues may actually rise under a la carte because of
an increase' in vlewship, and therefore will not need to charge high prices;
2) some consumers who· only watch a few channels will find their total bill to be less than the bundle price;
3) bundle prices may be inflated above cost, since bundllng enables MVPDs to better extract consumer surplus than does
a la carte pricing, and therefore a la carte pricing could force prices down.
I treat these as flaws in the original report, which did not analyze these possibilities, and not as definite outcomes.
Overall. I think pure a Ia carte would likely raise most cable bUls. with fewer channels delivered. I am much more optimistic
about the impact of mixed bundling, whiCh allows MVPDs to continue offering bundles at a good price if consumers want it,
and of themed tiers and limited a 1a carte (I.e., flexible small bUndles).
Daniel
•.•.••Non-Public: For Internal Use Only"""
--original Message--From:
Crtherlne BohlgJan
sent:
A1day,JulyOB,20053:59PM
Ta:
DanIelShlman
ce:
. Heilther DlXon;sarahWhlteseII; Donna Gregg
SUbJect:
RoE: Thaughts on some IssUes

Daniel, I'm concerned about point 3. Regardless of what the first report lacks or assumes incorrectly; the conclusion of
this report is suppo$9d to be that a la carte could be cheaper for consumers. White the cable operator will need to charge
more for each network, prices will vary considerably. The price will not be much higher than the current price for popular
networks (those most wUl select under the a Is carte model), since there is predicted to be something Uke'SO'" overlap of
consumer choice. So the most widely subscribed to channels will see only a small drop in subscrtbershlp. Consumers
who select only those channels are likely to see a cost savings because they typically will now be paying for only 13
channels. not 50. Channels with narrow appeal wiD see a sharp rise In the price they must get, and consumers who want
several of those could ~ a cost increase, but (according to research and almost by definition) those are not the majority
of consumers.
-',-' .
• - Ncn--Public: For Internal Use Only"""
-QrlgJnal Message-From:
DanIelShlman
sent:
Friday,Julyoa, 20052:20PM
To:
catherineBohlglar1
ce:
HeatherDIxon; SarahWhIteseU;Donna Gregg
Subject:
Thoughts on some Issues

Catherine,
To let you know what Is going into the draft, here are my thoughts on some key issues you have mentioned:
1. Public good: The report is wrong, MVPD programming does not meet the definition of a public good. A good has to
have two prtlpertlss. to be a pUblic good: (1) non-rivalrous consumption (so additional people can consume it at no cost);
(2) non-excludabillty (so the proc;Iucer can't prevent anyone from consumIng it). Broadcast lV meets the definition. but
1
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cable 1V does not, because cable providers can exclude people from their service, and therefore have the ablllty to charge
enough to cover their costs.
2. Cross-subsidY;

Again. the report Is wrong, there Is no CI'OSHiubsldy Involved with bundling most of the time. The
explanation Is complicated. however. When bundling is used to generate enough revenues to just pay the fixed costs of
the networks. economlQ theory shows that consumers are, In effect. contributing different amounw~JbQB~fIx:=e
••.••
d","--__
costs. Thus If I value a network hIghly, and you value it just a little, with bundling we are effectively contributing to the
network according to how much we value It (so my contribution Is much targer than yours). If you don' watch It at all, then
you are not .contributing to it at all.
This Is because MVPDs only want to include networks which add enough to the bundle revenue to cover theIr cost. The
MVPD acids a network to Its bundle with the expectation that the network wID allow the MVPD to either raise Its bundle
price (because many consumers find it more valuable), or Increase:the number of subscribers (because a certain group
likes the network enough to buy the bundle). Thus the additIonal bundle revenue depends on how much each consumer
values that network. There is no reason for an MVPD to add a netwonc to the bundle that many consumers don't watch,
unless other consumers like It a lot.
3. pdc!ng of networks under a la carte: Because under pure a Is carte the MVPDs lose the abUity to price discriminate (to
effectively get revenue from each consumer for each network according to how much that consumer likes the network),
they win get less revenue for each network. A la carte pricing requITes that MVPOs set a single prlce for each network,
which gets less revenue from (a) people who value it much more than the price. but only have to pay the fixed prk:ie; and
(b) people who like it less than the price, and thus don' buy It. Prices are therefore likely to be higher under a 18carte, and
viewership for smaller networks will be lower as people decline to purchase them. The larger viewership for large
networks will help them somewhat. but this is offset by the weaker ability of a single price to generate revenues from the
customer base.
I am happy to answer any questions you might have.

While there are undeniable benefits to using bundling, my draft points out it has many failings, and there are many
circumstances under which consumers are better off with a Is carte. It also appears that mixed bundling combines the
advantages of both. Iam going to send out today the draft of the first half of my report, concerning the problems with the
first report. It Is about 30 pages long. I wUl work on the the second half, evaluating the alternatives, over the next week. I
expect it to be much shorter.
Daniel
_ •. Non-Public: For Internal Use Only""
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EXHIBIT 11

..•
Daniel Shlman
Catherine Bohlglan
Frlaay, July 08, 2005 4:25 PM
Daniel Shlman .
I leather DIxon, serah Whitesell; DeAAa G~g
RE: Thoughts on some IssUes

From:

Sent:
To:

ce:

Subject:

OK, please work with Sarah on the consequences/conclus[ons. Thanks for all the hard work .

•••• Non-Public: For Internal Use Only"'"
--Original Me5Sllge
From~
DanIl!IShlman

sent:
To:

1'rkIay,July08, 20054:22 PM
catherine BohIglilll
Heather DIxon; sarah WhIleseII; Donna Gregg
Rf:lhou~ on some Issues

Cc:
SUbject:

It does not say that, it focuses on the original reports deficiencies and weaknesses. That statement was my guess as to
the consequences. I was trying to point out here that mixed bundling and themed tiers appear to me to have distinct

advantages over the alternatives •
••.•.Non-Public: For Internal Use Only--QrIgInal Me;age
al1herJne Bohlgliin
SIinb
Friday, JulyOS,2005 4:18 PM

Fram:

To:
ec
SUbject:

DanIeI5hlman
Heattler Dbcon~ sarah WhIte5eII;DonnaGregg
RE:l110ughts on some Issues

Daniel, the report cannot conclude that a la carte would likely raise most cable bills, with fewer channels delivered. If that
is going to be the conclusion, we need to stop now.
.
••.•.Non-Public: For Intema! Use Only,
.
--orlgInai Message--

From:

DlIIlIeIShIman

S8nb

Friday,July OS,200S4:16 PM
catherine BohlgIan
Heather DIXmli Sarah WhItesell;Donna GI1lgg
RE:l110ughts on some IssUeS

To:
ce:
subject:

.

My comment here was addressing the fact that bundling 'Is better able to get revenues from consumers, but It came across
as more pessimistic about a la carte than does my draft report.

In my report I have a variant of the point that you make, that under a Ia carta prices could be lower for some consumers
becBuse:
1) so"me consumers only watch the most popular networks, whose revenues may actually rise under a Is carte because of
an increase in viewship, and therefore will not need to charge Illgh prices;
2) some consumers who only watch a few channels will find their total bIDto be less than the bundle price;
3) bundle prices may be Inflated above cost. since bundll1'l9enables MVPDs to better extract consumer surplus than does
a la carte pricing, and therefore a la oarte pricing could force prices down.
I treat these as flaws In the original report, which did not analyze these possibilities, and not as definite outcomes.
Overall, I think pure a la carte would likely raise most cable bills, with fewer channels delivered. I am much more optimistic
about the Impact of mixed bundling, whIch allows MVPDs to continue offering bundles at a good price if consumers want It,
.and ofthemed tiers and ~imited a la carte (i.e., flexible smaU bundles).
Daniel
1
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Message

Daniel Shiman
From:

Daniel Shlman

Sent:

Friday, July 22, 2005 4:09 PM

To:

WOllamSh~rkey; Sarah Whitesell

SUbJect: RE: Pricing new

consumer

options

Sorry, I have not been able to get internet access for the last 2 days because our phone is out. Bill has
raised a mnnber of good points, but I don't think he fully understands the subtext here, He is right about
raising concerns about how prices are set, whether MVPDs would choose to use mixed bundling on their
own if it increased profits, and what the competitive conditions are in the industry. It is important to
remember that we can't require a la carte, that this would require Congressional action, and this report is
meant to give them some infonnation about the options (albeit following the directives ofOCH).
Therefore we cannot assume a particular set of regulations, awkward ~ this is for our analysis. My
~assumptions and thoughts on each point Bill raises:
1. MVPD choices - I just compared MVPD's likely actions if they were only to use pure bundling and
pure a la carte, and attempted to extrapolate the impact on consumers if mixed bundling were used, with
prices set at pure a Ia carte levels (which is an awkward assumption). I mostly ignored institutional and
regulatory details, for a number of reasons. It will be Congress that decides what laws to put into effect,
so I can't predict what regulations will be implemented. Also, we don't have.time to do a full analysis
of how the market looks. I assumed that our task is to show how the first report is flawed, which Ldid
on mostly theoretical grounds. To prove that a la carte will 'do better requires a much more complete
analysis.
I assumed MVPDs are decision-makers, with at least some market power to choose prices. However,
they claimed they cannot provide a la carte because of conditions in their contracts with the networks,
and thus can only provide pure bundling. Bill is right that for certain examples the MVPD would prefer
to use mixed bundling, since it gives higher profits. I just compared the consequences if the MVPD
stuck to a particular regime. However, I may be arbitrarily imposing some restrictions on the MVPDs
(can't change regime. mixed bundling prices are fixed), while giving them freedom to choose most
prices and which networks to offer. Perhaps this should be cleaned up, especially by tightening up the
discussion afmixed bundling. Also remember that while profits may rise for some eastomers using
mixed bundlin.g, they may go down for others, so mixed bun~·may
not be a generally profitable
regime. Unfortunately, we can't provide a comprehensive anaiysis ~gjust
examples. This would be
messy, and I think OCH mostly wanted to show the flaws of the first report for the-first half
2. Pricing - this is a very sticky point. Obviously under mixed bundling MVPDs would raise prices on a
la carte items to make them unattractive, if they made greater profits under pure bundling. So we have to .
assume that Congress finds a way to figm:e out the pricing problem. MVPDs might decide to offer
reasonable prices under themed tiers, if just to keep the politicians happy. My proposal under mixed
bundling was just a suggestion, since I want to avoid us having to set prices. I believe the upstream
suppliers will, ifth~ maIket is competitive, set prices that will often be better for some consumers than
the big bundle price, and will likely increase sales. However, I have not done the formal analysis needed
to prove this, so perhaps this is too risky to leave'in. As to multipart prices - I assume that a regulator
will have to set the fixed fee, since with a la carte a fixed fee will be essential. I just diOO' want to
discuss it, since we are still trying to make pure a la carte look good.
3. Competitive state of the market - If the wholesale and retail market is funy competitive, however, the
analysis is probably quite different from what I gave. And I have not done the analysis, nor has anyone
else, on what happens if an oligopoly ofMVPDs with market power are imperfectly competing. As Bill
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said, the literature has not focused on the welfare effects. I assumed that if the firms had market power,
then they could raise the bundle price. Competition might drive downthe bundle price, and might even
___

encourage MVPDs to offer networks a la carte, if the networks let them. See para. 6 in the appendix.
4. T.Qne- I agree'l:l14t ifwe give the impression that pure a.la r.arte is generally superior to pUTe bUDdJing,
we will hurt the Commissions reputation. -and lead us open to attack that this report is equally biased. I
will bet the NCfA could get a letter signed by a large number of economists attacking US on this. I hope,
we can press OCH to agree to a less definitive tone in the first half. Just making the case that the first
report was flawed for not properly analyzing the issue, and for not considering the potential advantages
of a la carte, would raise less concerns. I tbiDk. Remember. we are tIying to provide recommendations to
Congress without the time to do the full analysis. We should show caution in our conclusions.
Some other thoughts on Bill's comments:
1. I don't follow his analysis of Ex 1. If Charlie is present, I don't see how an a la carte of $4 or greater
plus bundle price increases sales beyonci'pure bundling. In fact, if set at $4, Aaron and Betty only buy
one network each, and Charlie does not buy, reducing revenues a lot
2. The analysis of mixed bundling often assumed that MVPDs could not offer it (i.e., were restricted to
pure bundling, perhaps: by their contracts with networks), 'and that the prices are set at pure a 18carte
profit-maximizing levels. I will think about whether this can be justified or not
3. Bill's concern about saying that Aaron is subsidizing in ex. #S is taken, and I will remove that
discussion later.
Got to go. I will say more later.
Daniel
---original

Message--

From: William Sbarby
Sent: Fri 712212005 10:05 AM

To: Sarah Whitesell
Cc:: Daniel Shiman
SubJeet: RE: Pricing new consumer options
Sarah.
I don't have any further thoughts beyond what I salc:l in my original comments. If MVPDs behave as
monopolists, then it makes no sense to require a Ia carte without price regulation. They will either offer
attractive a la carte pricing on a voluntary basis in their own Interest, or they wlU satisfy our mandate by
offering a la carte at high prices. If there is real competition, then the situation changes, and It is possIble
that prices, at least for popular programs would be bId down to reasonable levels .

••• Non-Public: For Intcma1 Use Only···

--ortglnal

Message--

From: sarah Whitesell
sent: Thursday, July 21, 2005 10:38 PM
To: William Sharkey
ce: Daniel Shlman
SUbject: RE: Pricing new consumer options

Bill, did you have any thoughts on the second half of the paragraph, in terms of how we
combat the MVPDs' incentives to price new options unattractively relative to the bundle?
tbx, S.
.

712812005
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..•
TELeV~SlON

& CABLE

, November IS, 2007
Commissioner Deborah Taylor Tate
Commissioner Robert M. McDowell
Federal Communications Commission
445 12th Street SW
Washingtoll; DC 20554
Dear Commissioners Tate and McDowell,
I received your letter of November 14, 2007 regarding the Comnnmications Daily article,
"November FCC Meeting to Focus on Cable Industry," in which I am quoted as saying that
certain figures I provided to the FCC "aren't well suited" to, as you state, "deteImining whether
the 70% threshold of cable subscription rates in America has been met." As you will see in what
follows, this caveat was meant to apply to certain raw figures, derived :from the Television &
Cable Factbook, that I provided the Commission. In fact, our clients can and do use our large
database as the solid basis for further analysis and modeling. Naturally, I can offer DO opinion as
to whether any particular third-party analysis of our data is accurate or legitimate.
On October 10, 2007. I received a request from the FCC for two Dumbers: (1) the total
Dumber of basic subscribers of cable systems with channel capacities of36 or more, and (2) the
total number of homes passed by those same cable systems. As I believe you are aware, our data
are gathered independently and are sold in print and digital form to all comers. Nevertheless, we
were happy to provide the requested numbers to the Commission at no charge as a simple public
service.
I became aware of the intended use of the nmnbers on Tuesday, No.vember 13,2007 when I
read the FCC Report and Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaldng, FCC 07-169. In the spirit
of "transparency and openness" that you cite in your letter, I am happy to provide some
additional information about the figures I gave the Commission:
1.

2.

The data SUpplied to the FCC from the Television & Cable Factbook database is as
reported by cable operators or individual cable systems. Some data for individual
systems are not available and therefore not included in the totals we report. This
includes data such as basic subscribers, J.lmnes p~
and channel capacity.
Many cable systems do not report channel capacity but instead report operating
frequency. It is our understanding that cable systems that operate at 330.MHz and
above deliver 40 channels. Therefore cable systems in our database for which we have
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3.

4.

no channel capacity but which operate at 330 MHz and above were included because
the FCC request was for those with channel capacities of 36 or more.
The basic subscriber totals do not include digital basic subscribers (and therefore.
exclude systems that are operating only digitally).
In recent years, cable operators and systems have become particularly reluctant to
~vide current ~-~
~
Warren provided all data that was supplied to

I should add that we are extremely confident in the data we are able to collect. For over
60 years, we have been the only research entity that directly surveys every cable system at least ,
once every year. We believe the Television & Cable Factbook is the most accurate and most
nearly campI. $Qurce of cable data available anywhere.':
..•.

Still, data compilations that depend on the voluntary cooperation of competitive
enterprises obviously will have gaps. and it bas been OUI' practice not to attempt to fill these gaps
with estimates, even using standard statistical methods. We prefer to leave this to our clients and
subscribers. I regret that this may have been unclear in my October 10 communication with the
Commission. Clearly, any future requests for data from the Television & Cable Factbook
database should be accompanied by a discussion of its intended use, and its inherent limitations
as well as its acknowledged strengths.
Sincerely.

Michael Taliafezro
Managing Editor

GR12R-R267

EXHmIT14

STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER ROBERT M. MCDOWELL,
DISSENTING IN PART
Re:

Annual Assessment of the Status of Competition in the Market for the Delivery of
Video Programming, Thirteenth Annual Report, MB Docket No. 06-189

Today's Report has taken an interesting journey in the past few weeks. For
starters, it is about nine months overdue to Congress. Then it appeared that the
Commission was going to ignore a mountain of evidence from independent analysts and
prior Commission findings to favor a solitary study. According to press accounts,
sometime in October, this lonely study was solicited over the phone from Warren
Communications by a FCC staffer. A day or two later, the draft Report was circulated
and arrived at a conclusion that was a radical departure for the FCC: that the cable
industry had surged past the 70/70 threshold outlined in Section 6l2(g) of the Act in just
one short year.
To reach this previously unattainable figure, the Commission was prepared to
omit, or as some have said suppress, the FCC's own data as gathered from cable
operators on Form 325 in favor of a study that was inserted into the record just last month
without the benefit of public notice, scrutiny or comment. The author of this suddenlydispositive analysis says that it should not be used for the 70170 test due to large gaps in
its evidentiary foundation. But the Commission was prepared to do so anyway because
this flawed anomaly was the only fig leaf that could be found in an attempt to trigger an
avalanche of unnecessary regulation to cascade down upon an otherwise competitive
industry.
Let's compare some recent FCC reports to put this statistical prestidigitation in
context. In the past, the FCC has used a variety of data sources, including our own
numbers, to estimate cable subscribership. In a transparent fashion that allowed for
ample public comment, our Video Competition Report historically has found that
subscribership hovers at around 60 percent, falling well short of the second prong of the
70170 test. The Commission arrived at this conclusion by using and analyzing
information from several different sources and seeking public comment on them. For
instance, in our Twelfth Annual Report, covering 2005:
•

Using data from the FCC's 2005 Cable Price Survey, our staff
estimated that 56.3 percent of houses passed subscribed to cable.

•

Using data from the FCC's Form 325, our staff estimated 54 percent.

•

Relying upon Nielsen and Kagan data, we cited 63.3 and 53.1 percent,
respectively.

•

The Warren Communications 2005 numbers determined that 67.8
percent of homes passed subscribed to cable.

Moreover, in the Eleventh Annual Report, which examined 2004 data, we similarly cited
Kagan, Nielsen, Warren and our own Cable Price Survey sample data and Form 325
sample data in finding that the second prong of the 70170 test had not been met.
Similarly, numerous independent analyses and studies have corroborated the
conclusion that cable subscribership is well below the 70 percent threshold. In fact,
incumbent cable operators are losing video subscribers. 1 do note that the Media Access
Project and"AT&T filed opinions late in this process claiming penetration above 70
percent, and those filings should be given appropriate consideration. But, even so, the
great weight of the evidence strongly indicates otherwise for 2006 and all years prior.
Interestingly, this year, in a disturbing development, the FCC's most recent Form
325 data was not made available to commissioners for review until 7:09 p.m. last night. .
It was only made available once it was obvious that a majority of the Commission would
not support the initial draft of this Report because it was such a dramatic departure based
on mysterious statistical manipulation. But why was this data omitted or suppressed to
begin with? Was it because it concluded cable penetration was only at 54 percent, just
like last year? Similarly, only once it became public that this year's Report was
generating controversy, third parties, such as AT&T and MAP, filed fresh ex parte
opinions and analyses. 1value their participation and 1'd like to see the Commission
encourage such debate during a brightly lit and transparent public comment period before
we arrive at our conclusions. Hopefully, today's Report, coupled with our Notice of
Inquiry, will allow us to move forward in our quest for the most accurate data we can
find.
lnthe meantime, all indicators point to the conclusion that the video marketplace
is more competitive now than ever through the rise of cable over-builders, traditional
phone companies offering video, two vibrant DBS providers, free content on the Internet;
and, once the digital TV transition is complete, a multitude of free HD and multicast
video streams from broadcasters. This Report underscores that cable subscribership has
declined over the past year, while the two satellite companies, DirecTV and EchoStar,
gained 1.8 million customers and are now the second and third largest MVPDs.
America's telecommunications companies are now competing vigorously for video
customers, with Verizon alone serving nearly one million video subscribers.
Today, virtually every American enjoys multiple options for the delivery of video
programming and more choices in content and services than ever before. llook forward
to "thistrend continuing so that consumers can enjoy even more of the benefits of
competition. In fact, one has to wonder whether Section 612(g) is relevant anymore. The
provision was enacted in 1984 at a time when only one incumbent cable provider served
a local franchise. The legislative history shows us that Congress was concerned that such
companies could dominate the video market as the only game in town. But, as the result
ofresponsible de-regulatory policies that have encouraged investment and new entry, the
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average conswner has a choice of at least three video providers with over-builders and
phone companies increasing that menu of options for millions more conswners. When
competition flourishes, the need for regulation diminishes. The Report we adopt today
underscores "thisfundamental point.
Lastly, I am puzzled as to why the majority now want to seek both 2006 and 2007
data in the context of this Report covering only 2006. As always, I fully support seeking
any relevant data, provided we give adequate opportunity for public comment. The more
data, analysis and public comment, the better. However, we already have the 2006 data
from our Form 325 - with the exception that smaller cable operators do not file that form.
But it is precisely the smaller operators that do not keep data in the form the Commission
is now requesting from them. Smaller operators especially do not have the data from
eighteen months ago that the majority wants. So the Commission is requesting data that
simply cannot be provided in many circumstances. Will this resulting "gap" in data later
be used as a basis to concoct projections that the 70170 threshold has been met? Stay
tuned.
The second most puzzling request is requiring 2007 data to be submitted into a
proceeding pertaining to the 2006 video market. Shouldn't 2007 data be included in our
2007 report proceeding? What relevance does 2007 data have to the 2006 video market?
Now that all of the 2006 data has finally been brought to light, as of twenty-seven hours
ago, we should close the book on 2006. After all, Congress is waiting. At the end of the
day, the great weight of the 2006 evidence makes clear that cable penetration falls far
short of the 70/70 threshold. Because I find this last-minute maneuver to be illogical, and
dubious, I dissent from this portion oftoday's Report.
I support all other portions oftbis Report. I thank the team in the Media Bureau
for their hard work.

3
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Re: FCC Announces Public Forum on WWOR- TV License Renewal in New Jersey

From: Rmcd
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 6:32 PM
To: Cristina. Pauze; Angela Giancarlo; John Hunter; Brigid Calamis
Subject: RE: FCC Announces Public Forum on WWOR»TV License Renewal in New Jersey -- PLI
OUTLINE
.
Great

When they're all done, could someone please print them out for me and put them on my chair? Thxl
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From: CrIstIna Pauze
sent~Tuesday, November 13, 2007 5:08 PM
To: Angela Glancarloi Rmc:di John Hunter; Brlgld Calamis
SUbject: RE: FCCAnnounces Public Forum on WWOR-TV Ucense Renewal In New Jersey - PLI OU11lNE
My outline is in the K: drive too.

From~Angela Giancarlo

sent: Monday, November 12, 2007 6:38 PM
To: Rmcd; John Hunter; Oistina Pauze; Brlgid Calamisj Angela Gianc:arlo
SUbject~ RE: FCCAnnounces Public Forum on WWOR-TV Ucense Renewal in New Jersey - PU OU1UNE
Here is my section of the PLI speech outline. This is in the K: drive under speeches. See
everyone late morning. .. Angela
.
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From: Rmcd
Sent~ Sunday, November 11,20078:48 PM
To: John Hunter; Angela Giancarloj Cristina Pauzej Brlgld Calamls; RMCDSTAFF
SUbject: RE: FCCAnnounces Public Forum on W'NOR~TV Ucense Renewal in New Jersey
Sounds like we need to ask the Bureau if Commissioners are supposed to go. I bet irs Just the Bureau. If so,
let's stay away from it - no videos or statements, unless other offices jump in like that
Re tomorrow (Monday): I will be babysilti ng the overhaul of the min ivan's transmission. I'll be available by phone
and Blackberry. I'll continue to work on my Media lnst speech and other matters. Re the FCBAlPLI ~peech:
even though it.now looks like we'll have the House hearing the same day, I'd stilll1ke fcreveryone to make an
outline of what we've done this year and what lies ahead. We may still need to produce a video, and it could
come in handy for hearings, press briefings and such. 8TW. if the Nov. 27 meeting date sticks (and it may n¢ blc
at least the multi-east leasing Item won't get three votes, so he may pull it) I think we could still have a press
.briefing the day after or so. If it doesn't stick, lefs postpone until after media ownership (Dec. 18). Thoughtt;?
Brigid and Cristina: On Tuesday, I'll need some time meet with Cristina re the six media items on the Nov.
meeting agenda.
Question for everyone: do we dissent on the video competition report? The books have been cooked to trigger
the "70"0" rule. So, while it's unusual to dissent from a report, should I be voting for something that is statistically
suspect and severely departs from earlier Commission methodology and findings in order to "justify" policy I
di~gree with? Food for thought Ju st don't get indigestion.
Lastly, the more I think about it, the more I feel as though I should postpone the NYC trip. There's just too much
going on around that time that will require intense preparation. But, what do y'all think?
I'm going to bed early tonight

I'm stiU getting over the virtual all-nlg hter In seame.

Cheers,

file:/IC:\Temporary Internet Files\OLKB\RE FCC Announces Public Forum on WWOR-...
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From: John Hunter
sent: Sun 11/11/2007 4:44 PM
To: Angela Glancarlo; Cristina Pauze; Brlgid caJamis; RMCDSTAFF
SUbject: Re: FCCAnnounces Public Forum on WWOR-TV Ucense Renewal In New Jersey
We heard the same message from sen. Lautenbcrg. This looks like a Bureau hearing to me too. Don't they have the
responsibility to make a recommendation to the Commission? I'm not sure what we would want to say at this point in the
proceeding .

••••••••••••••••••
Sent from the BlackBerry of John Hunter

Original MessageFrom: Angela Giancarlo
To: Cristina Pauze; Brigid Calamis; RMCDSTAFF
Sent: Sun Nov 11 15:55:112007
Subject: Re: FCC Anneunees Public Forum on WWOR- TV License Renewal in New Jersey

I read this as the Bureau is conducting the hearing. Should we expect an invitation? Or, an invitation to send a video
greeting? Would we want to do that? (I have no opinion, but thought I'd throw these out for thought)

--

Original Message -

From: Cristina Pauze

To: Brigid Calamis; RMCDSTAFF
Sent: SunNov 1113:01:06 2007
Subject: Re: FCC Announces Public Forum on WWOR- TV License Renewal in New Jersey
Here' another unprecedented move. Have they asked Rob to go? Rudy has made a big dealo over this station (re whether it
serves NJ or NYC) and so has his former boss, Sen. LauteDberg.

Sent from my BlackBerry Wueless Handheld

Original Message-From: Brlgid Calamis
To: RMcDSTAFF

Sent: Fri Nov 0916:06:012007
Subject: FCC Announces Public Fo:rum on WWOR-TV License Renewal in New Jersey
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 8,2007

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT
Mary Diamond (202) 418-2388
Email: maxy.diamond@fcc.gov

FCC Announces Public Forum on WWOR-TV License Renewal in"Ne~ Jersey
Washington, DC - The Media Bureau of the Federal Communications Commission today announced it will hold a public
forum in.New Jersey regarding the license renewal ofWWOR- TV. Fox Television StatiODS,Inc. filed an application seeking
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renewal ofits license for WWOR- TV, secaucus, New Jersey, on February 1,2007. Petitions to deny that application were
filed by Voioefor New Jersey and by the Office of Comtnunication of United Church of Christ, Inc. and RainbowlPush
Coalition.
The petitioners contend WWOR-TV has failed to provide a program service and adequately meet the needs of its
Northern New Jersey viewers. The licensee disputes the claim that WWOR· TV's programming efforts have fallen short ofits
public interest obligation.
The Media Bureau has not reached a determination wi1h respect to these claims and has decided to hold a local, public forum
in which the public and other interested parties can express their views and concerns on this matter. Such public input will
assist the Commission in resolving the mattei'S at issue in this proceeding.
The hearing date, time, and location are as follows:
Wednesday, November 28, 2007

Date:

Time:
Location:

4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Paul Robeson Campus Center
Rutgers-Newark
350 Dr Martin Luther King Blvd..
Newark, NJ 07102
htIP://robeson,nItgers.edui

Press inquiries should be directed to Mary Diamond, at 202-418-2388.

-FCC·

Brigid N. Galamis
Office of Commissioner Robert M. McDowell
Federal Communications Commission
(202) 418-2200

brigid..calamiS@fcc.gov
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EXHIBIT 16

From:
Jent:
To:
CG:
Subject:

Anthony Dale
Wednesday, December 14, 20051:24 PM
DanIel Gonzalez
Aaron Goldberger
nrlc documents

Importance:

High

aaron and I are going thru the documents. bottom nne [s that there are statements In there that have polley Implications.
this stuff needs to be scrubPed hard .
••• Non-Public: For Internal Use Only -

EXHIBIT 17

MEMORANDUM

T,o:

Jim Schlichting

co

Michael Wilhelm

From:

Jeff Cohen

Date:

May 11, 2006

Re:

Dale Hatfield Report on B911

On May 10, 2006, Dale Hatfield presented his tentative findings and
recommendations in advance of finalizing his report on E911. His proposed outline for
the report is as follows:
I.

BackgroundlIntroduction.
a. Summary of Mr. Hatfield's earlier E911 report and the purpose and scope of
the current report.
b. Description of different location solutions, including those in use and those
not.
c. Breakdown of the widely deployed technologies by air interface (CDMA,
GSM and iDEN). including relative advantages and disadvantages.
d Discussion of emerging and less widely deployed technologies, such as indoor

n.

GPS solutions.
Current state of the art in E911 location technologies.

m.

Technical and other challenges facing small carriers.
a. Issues encountered by transition to CDMA and GSM.
b. Technical and economic challenges.
c. Residual AMPS and'IDMA subscribers.

IV.

Position location issues for nomadic VolP. (This would constitute a minor
portion of the report and would be presented from a wireless perspective.)

V.

Principal :findings and conclusions.

Dale primarily was interested in informing us, in advance, of certain issues he
identified in the course of his work that he thought might be of a sensitive nature. Based
on his research to date, and participation in recent meetings regarding the results of
APeD's Project LOCATE (a project to conduct independent testing of wireless location
data delivered to PSAPs), Dale explained that it is difficult to evaluate the current state of
the art in location technologies, and therefore the current levels of E911 accuracy being

Dale Hatfield Report on E911
May 11, 2006

Page2of3
achieved, until certain threshold issues concerning the parameters and methods of testing
are resolved. Dale noted that presently there are no FCC rules or industry standards that
identify general parameters for accuracy testing, and that the public safety community
and the carriers are at odds on the testing parameters and procedures that should be used
Although Dale was not at liberty to share specifics of the Project LOCATE results, he
suggested that, without agreement between the public safety community and carriers on
testing methods, the results oftbis project may suggest that serious deficiencies in
wireless E911 accuracy exist, which may be alarming to the public, and likely lead to
contentious debate within the industry.
Dale identified two primary factors affecting how accuracy is judged: how to
weight the test calls, and the problem of providing in-building location fixes.
Depending on whether and how calls are weighted, testing results can vary
greatly. For example, PSAPs may be of the view that test calls should be made randomly
(and weighted equally), because in theory wireless E911 calls can be placed in any
situation and the location must be accurate in every case. Carrier may be of the opinion
that, in evaluating overall accuracy of their Phase II systems, test calls should be
weighted depending on, for example, the frequency or likelihood of calls made from
particular locations. Thus, if only 10% of wireless 911 calls are made from a difficult
area to obtain a location fix (such as inside a building, underground, in an urban canyon,.
etc.), then the accuracy levels obtained in such situations should be weighted accordingly.
Regarding the in-building issue, as an initial matter, Dale pointed out that
increasing numbers of wireless 911 calls will be made from indoors, as a result of
wireline to wireless conversions, and that technology increasingly is being deployed to
permit coverage deeper within buildings. According to Dale, handset-based. technology,
which relies on line-of-site to satellites, offers very poor in-building location capability,
as does, albeit to a lesser extent, network-based solutions. Bssentially, wireless Phase II
service is very limited, if not completely unavailable, for wireless 911 calls placed within
buildings. Dale added that the indoor location problem is shared by wireless and
nomadic VoIP services.
Other parameters identified by Dale that can impact the reported accuracy levels,
include yield (network-based technologies provide a greater yield of Phase Il data as
compared to handset-based), the relative strengths and limitations of network- and
handset-based technologies, and '"time to first fix" (GPS has inherent delays in obtaining
a location fix). DifferlD.g opinions as to how anyone of these factors is emphasized leads
to disagreement on the level of accuracy of a given E911 Phase II solution. For example,
even though a network-based approach may produce a larger location radius than a
handset-based system, some may find such an approach "more accurate" due to its
relatively higher yield and shorter time to first fix.
Dale noted that he would be following up on the ongoing Project LOCATE
discussions, and by the end ofnext week, would have a better sense of the outcome of

Dale Hatfield Report on E911
May 11, 2006
Page 3 of3
this effort. He then will be in a position to provide a delivery date for his report. WTB
will have the opportunity to review the report and request any-changes or omissions prior
to Dale delivering a final report to the Bureau.

EXHIBIT 18

FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

WASHINGTON

0F'F1C;:j!; Of"
THE C;:HAlI'lMAN

April 13, 2007

The Honorable Mike Doyle
United States House of Representatives
401 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C.
Dear Congressman Doyle,
Thank you for your letter of March 13,2007, concerning the Commission's contract with
Mr. Dale N. Hatfield. First, let me say how much I appreciate Dale Hatfield's pastwork
here at the Commission. I have known Dale since I first came to the Commission as a
staffer in 1997. He spent many years as a respected member of the Commission staff,
including serving as the Chief of the Office of Engineering and Technology, Chief
Technologist, and as the head of the Office of Plans and Policy. He is a distinguished
engineer, and has made considerable contributions to the field. His work has been
valuable to the Commission in the past, and his insights are welcome at the Commission
in the future.
I have made 911 a priority for the Commission, and I share your view that the public
expects us to get these issues right. One of the :first issues that I turned toas ChaiIman
was ensuring that all Americans' 911 calls reach emergency operators regardless of
whether theyare using a wireline phone, wireless phone, or an Internet phone. I have
pursued, and will continue to pursue, the best sources of information to guide the
Commission's decision:making on emergency 911 issues and to ensure that appropriate
actions are taken to safeguard all Americans.
In your letter, which I received the afternoon prior to my appearance before the
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and the Internet, you asked that I be prepared to
answers questions on this matter at the hearing that following morning. Given your
request, I asked my staff to briefme on their recollections of the Hatfield contract and
events that occurred more than a year before. You also requested that we gather all
contractual materials. and all communications between Mr. Hatfield and the Commission
related to the second report. Since then, we have reviewed all contractual materials
related to Mr. Hatfield, collected every communication (including emails, memoranda,
letters and call logs) between the Commission and Mr. Hatfield related to the second
report, and additionally collected every such communication internally within the
Commission. I appreciate the opportunity to now provide you with all of the details about
the contract and to more fully answer the questions you raised.
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In short. in 2001 the Commission entered into a contract with Mr. Hatfield to study E-911
issues, which resulted in 54-page report submitted to the Commission in October 2002.
In 2003, the Commission entered into a new contract with Mr. Hatfield to provide
assistance to the Commission with the "next steps" identified in his 2002 report. The
Commission issued three orders under the 2003 contract in 2003, 2004 and 2005. In the
three years since the 2003 contract, however, Mr. Hatfield has not provided any further
reports to the Commission. In 2005-06, Mr. Hatfield established a timeline for delivery
of a second report, but did not deliver a report under these deadlines. Mr. Hatfield billed
$9,500 of the $10,000 authorized for the 2005~06 year, but indicated that he still had
significant work to do. His contract was suspended in May 2006. Although the
Commission is no longer paying for his services, we welcome any data he has compiled
or reports that he has completed since that time.
The attached narrative fulfills your request for an "explanation of why Mr. Hatfield's full
report was terminated after he presented his findings to Commission st:a:f4"and also
contains the "detailed timeline of the events surrounding the report and its. premature
termination." The additional documentary information you requested accompanies this
letter, including:
•
•

All contractual materials related to Mr. Hatfield's second report; and
All communications. including emails, memoranda, letters and call logs between
Mr. Hatfield and the Commission related to the second report.

With respect to your request for "a list of tentative findings that Mr. Hatfield presented to
Commission staff, ••Mr. Hatfield did not provide anyone at the Commission with a copy
of any conclusions in writing. The few tentative findings presented to the Commission
staff are contained in a summary memorandum prepared by Bureau staff of the May 2006
meeting between Mr. Hatfield and Bureau staff, which is appended to this letter as
Exhibit E. In addition, in an effort to be as complete as possible, we have also included
copies of all other documents produced by Commission staffrelated to Mr. Hatfield's
second report, as well as a report submitted to the Commission that was authored by Mr.
Hatfield in his capacity as a consultant on behalf of parties that the Commission
regulates. See attached Exhibit G.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions.
Sincerely.

&~~
Chairman

2

TimeUne and Spec:if1cQuestions

In October 2001, before I became Chairman, the Commission entered into a contract with
Mr. Hatfield to work on E911 issues. The purchase order issued under this contract was
initially for $6,000, and was subsequently increased on three separate occasions in the
amounts of$5,OOO, $10,882.00 and $10,700, for a total authorized amount of $32,522.
Oftbis amount, $32.293.70 was paid to Mr. Hatfield. Mr. Hatfield prepared and filed a
fifty-four page report with-the Commission on October 15,2002, one year after initially
being retained by the Commission, entitled "A Report on Technical and Operational
Issues Impacting the Provision of Wireless Enhanced 911 Services." His report is
publicly available on the Commission's E911 website, and is attached at Exhibit A to this
letter.
In September 2003, again before I became Chairman, the Commission entered into a
second contract with Mr. Hatfield for consulting services on E911 issues, at a rate of
$250 per hour. In September of 2003, the Commission issued a purchase order under this
contract in which Mr. Hatfield was to assist the Commission with "next steps" identified
in his 2002 report. The purchase order was funded in the amount of $27.000, of which
only $3,000 was paid to Mr. Hatfield. Specifically, under this order, Mr. Hatfield's task
was described as follows:
"In 2002 Dale Hatfield researched and prepared a key report for the
Commission that analyzed the state of £911 deployment across the
nation. The report raised several important next steps for the
Commission and other stakeholders, including addressing network
architecture issues, standards. and protocols. Given Dale's extensive
engineering and policy experience, particularly his work on the 2002
report, he is uniquely suited to assisting [sic] the Commission in this
effort. In particular, we expect Dale to assist the Commission in
establishing and implementing the appropriate technical fora to address
E911 network architecture issues. We view Dale's continuing role in
E9ll policy as critical to advancing U.S. public safety."
In September 2004, the Commission issued another order under the September 2003
contract, in which Mr. Hatfield was again to assist the Commission with "next steps"
identified in his 2002 report. The 2004 order was initiallyfunded in the amount of
$21,000 .. None of this amount was paid to Mr. Hatfield, as he did not submit any
invoices for payment that year. Specifically, under this order, Mr. Hatfield's task was
described as follows:
"In the continuing need for accurate assessment of the state ofE911
deployment across the nation [sic]. Mr. Hatfield's prior work raised
several important next steps for the Commission and other
stakeholders. including addressing network architecture issues,
standards, and protocols. Given Dale's extensive engineering and
policy experience, he is uniquely suited to assisting [sic] the
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Commission in this continuing effort In particular, we expect Dale to
assist the Commission in defining the appropriate technical fora to
address E911 network architecture issues. We view Dale's continuing
role in E911 policy as critical to advancing U.S. public safety."
In September 2005, the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau issued a further order
under the 2003 contract with Mr. Hatfield. Under this order's statement of work, Mr.
Hatfield was to provide:
''Follow up on status of suggested Commission actions identified in his
October 2002 report, including what remains undone and whether a
need continues to exist for such actions given the current status of e911 [sic] deployment and other technology developments, and an
assessment of whether there are new actions recommended to be taken
in light oftoday's environment;
Provide an independent view of the technical and other challenges
faced by smaller caniersltelecommunications providers in deploying
Phase II service, as referenced in the Tier·ill Order, which was
released by the Commission earlier [in 2005], as well as any problems
with urban canyon and in-building settings;
Evaluate the current state oflocati.on technologies, including fore [sic]
each of the switch, network, and handset elements; [and]
Provide an independent assessmentlview regarding methods of
verifying compliance with the Commission's accuracy requirements."
This order was extended specifically at the request of the Wireless Telecommunications
Bureau. At the time, the Bureau recognized that Mr. Hatfield had not performed any
work during the 2004-05 year. Nonetheless, the Bureau sought extension of Mr. Hatfield
contract and identified the specific tasks that Mr. Hatfield was to perform, which were
incorporated directly into the statement of work. The Bureau suggested that Mr.
Hatfield's work would be particularly relevant "in light of a major upcoming e-911 [sic]
deadline in early FY06." In addition, the Bureau suggested that "Mr. Hatfield's expertise
would be helpful as the Commission proceeds to deliberate next steps regarding the
[National Reliability and Interoperability Council] recommendation and any future NRIC
or [Emergency Services Interconnection Forum] efforts regarding establishment of e911
standards." See attached email at Exhibit B.
Although I was not personally aware of the contract extension, the 2005 extension was
approved by my Chief of Staff in the context of 264 routine contracting actions during
the month of September 2005, the last month of the fiscal year, 66 ofwbich were for the
Wireless Telecommunications Bureau. Even when the contract was extended, there was
some concern regarding whether an extension of Mr. Hatfield's contract was justified. In
particular, concern was expressed that Mr. Hatfield bad failed to produce any further data
to the Commission since his initial report in 2002, and had failed to submit any invoices
to the Commission under the order issued in September 2004. See attached email Exhibit
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C. Nonetheless, an additional order was issued in September 2005 in the amount of
$10,000 at the request of the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau.
In February 2006, Mr. Hatfield met with several stuffmembers in the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau to address the scope of his wo:r:kand provide an outline of a
proposed report. A swnmary of the February 2006 meeting drafted by Bureau staffwas
provided to Mr. Fred Campbell of my offices. See attached email Exhibit.D. At that
time. there were no findings or conclusions included beyond: "V. Principal findings and
conclusions." In that summary, Mr. Hatfield provided a schedule for completion of his
work. He was to provide a draft of his report by March 1, 2006 for review and comment.
Consistent with his original contract, the Commission was provided an opportunity for
review and comment, Specifically, the FCC could provide "its feedback (including an
opportunity to remove any discussions of a sensitive nature)" by March 15, 2006. His
final report was to be completed and submitted by March 22, 2006. MI. Hatfield later
indicated that he would not meet that deadline but that he could complete the report by
the end of March. See attached email at Exhibit E.
By May 2006, Mr. Hatfield had still not completed his report. He met again with staff
from the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau on May 10, 2006, to provide an update.
A summary of the May 2006 meeting with the Bureau was also prepared by Bureau
personnel, but was not provided to me or my staff. See attached email Exhibit F. At that
meeting, Mr. Hatfield apparently provided. some brief tentative conclusions and
recommendations, which are recited in the summary memorandum. However, Mr.
Hatfield also suggested that additional work was necessary. In particular, he indicated
that an ongoing APCD-International study (Project LOCATE) would provide him with
specific additional information needed to form his conclusions, and that once he had.this
information a delivery date for his report could again be set. We also do not have copies
of any slides used during these meetings, but would welcome their submission to the
Commission. On April 10, 2007, APCO-International publicly released and filed their
Project LOCA 1E report.
In late May 2006, I leamed about the existence of the new order from my personal staff
and the fact that Mr. Hatfield was working on another report. My personal staff
contacted Mr. Hatfield and asked him about the nature ofbls work and his proposed
report, MI. Hatfield declined to indicate to my personal staff what tentative conclusions,
if any, he had reached. He dee lined to provide a summary of his findings. He also
declined to provide a draft of his proposed report to my personal staff at the time. To this
date, Mr. Hatfield has not provided the Commission with a draft of his report or a copy of
his conclusions in writing.
By this time, the Commission had already acted on several 911 issues. For example.
from December 2005 to March 2006, the Commission acted upon more than a dozen
E911 handset penetration deadHne waiver requests, and was continuing to address
implementation of the 911 niles adopted in June 2005 for interconnected voice over
Internet protocol providers.
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In addition, in March 2006 I announced plans to create a new Public Safety and
Homeland Security Bureau that would focus on all of the various technical issues relating
to E91l, including the issues Mr. Hatfield had been examining. Given the recent
Commission actions on VoIP 911 and pending wireless E911 issues, and my plans to
create the new Bureau, I concluded that it was not in the public interest to continue to pay
an outside third-party to address wireless E91l issues. Moreover, more than three years
bad lapsed since he was initially retained to assist the Commission in addressing the next
steps identified in his 2002 report. He bad not done any additional work in 2004-05. In
2005-06, he had not produced the promised draft report to the Commission and suggested
. that significant additional work remained to be done. Mr. Hatfield ultimately billed the
Commission $9,500 of the $10,000 budgeted for his task in 2005, and as such should
have been in the very final stages ofhis work. In light of all of these factors, the
contract was suspended in May 2006 and Mr. Hatfield was instructed to compile his final
invoices and cease billing the Commission for his E911 work. .
In your letter, you cited several tentative conclusions from Mr. Hatfield regarding rural
E911 deployment, E911 coverage in indoor environments, and location accuracy
methods. While these topics may have been within the scope of Mr. Hatfield's proposed
report to the Commission, Mr. Hatfield did not present any tentative conclusions to me or
members of my personal staff, and as such they did not impact the decision to suspend
Mr. Hatfield's contract. To the extent he provided such tentative conclusions to Bureau
staff. they are contained in the memorandum summarizing Mr. Hatfield's May 2006
meeting with them.. We also do not have copies of any slides used during these
meetings, but would welcome their submission 10 the Commission.
Neither Mr. Hatfield's research nor his proposed report was suppressed by suspension
and non-renewal of the contract. Nor was the suspension of the contract related to any
tentative conclusions he may have reached. Nor was it ever indicated to Mr. Hatfield that
he could not pursue work on E911 issues on his own. Although we are not currently
paying Mr. Hatfield for his advice, we would welcome any report he may have now
finished. We understand that Mr. Hatfield may have approached other parties about
contracting him to further study these issues and finish any reports. Again, we would
welcome any reports he may finish if others choose to pay him for that work. To the
extent Mr. Hatfield wishes to use any data he may have developed. pursuant to the
canceled contract for other purposes. including issuing a report, he may do so. Even
under the most restrictive interpretation ofhis contract, Mr. Hatfield could seek written
permission from the Commission to disclose any data generated under the contract
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While there was one inquiry from an outside party about that possibility, Mr. Hatfield
has not made any such official request to date; I would, however, grant any such request
he makes.
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EXHIBIT 19

Enforcement Bureau
March 24. 2005
ROUTINE ActiONS

BY THE ENFORCEMENT BUREAIJ
NOT REQUIRING INDIVIDUAL APPROVAl
BY THE CHAIRMANJS OFFICE

1. Responding to due diligence requests. (These requests are usually from ~ide
attorneys about whether there are pending investigations against specific
licensees or stations. Attorneys typically make these requests as part of their
"due diligence~ in performing a transaction and, therefore, the requests are
extremely t1me-sensitive.) Note: Because of confidentiality concerns, we are
careful not to disclose more than the fact that we have investigations against a
particular licensee or station.
2. Audit workpaper review. (Audits' often include a revIew by our audit staff of the
workpapers prepared by independent auditors. The revlews take place in the
independent auditors' offices and there may be some Informal back and forth
between our audit staff and the independent auditors.) Note: If the workpaper
review results in major finding that may warrant enforcement action. OCH should
be notified.
.
3. Routine FOIA responses
4. Acting on extension of time requests
5. Responding to routine public inquiries about enforcement issues
6. Entering into statute of Iimitations,tollin,9 agreements to facilitate settlements
7. Responding to or asking for clarification of LOI information.

8. Writing thank·you notes to consumers who have provided declarations for an
enforcement action, e.g., the Dynasty NAL
9. Responding to routine requests for publicly available documents

10. MORe routine letter rulings, Including:
A. New Formal Section 208 Complaint =Transmittal Letters: When a new f01Tll81
complaint is filed, MORO is required, under Section 1.735 of the Commission's
rules (47 C.F.R. § 1.735), to issue a letter transmitting the complaint "promptly" to
each defendant. along with a schedule detailing the due date for the answer and
the date of the initial status conference.

eases:

B. Supplementation of Pleadings in Formal Section 208 Complajnt
On
.occasion, MORO needs to Issue letters asking parties to supplement or amend
their pleadings when they do not contain all the information required under the
Commission's rules.
C. Section
Information
sometimes
restrictions

208 Formal Complaint Case ReqUests for Confidentjal Treatment of
from the Public Record: Parties"to fonnal complaint proceedings
request. pursuant to 47 C.F.R.§ 0.459 and/or 47 C.F.R. ,§ 1.731, that
be placed on the disclosure of proprietary and confidential information

Enforcement Bureau
March 24, 2005
that they have submitted in the proceedIng. MORO issues letters rulings on such
requests.
D. New Section 208 Informal Complaint Transmittal Letters: When a new
informal complaint is filed, MDRD is required, under section 1.717 of the
Commission's rules to issue a letter forwarding the complaint to the appropriate
carrier for investigation. 47 C.F.R. § 1.717
E. Extensions of Deadline to Convert Informal section 208 COmplaints to Formal
Complaints: Section 1.718 of the Commission's rules allows a complainant
.
whose informal complaint has not been satisfied to file a formal complaint raising
the same claims. 47 U.S.C. § 1.718. Section 1.718 further provides that the
formal complaint will be deemed to &relate back" to the filing date of the informal
complaint for statute of ltmitatlons purposes, if it is filed within six months from
the date of the carrier's responding report. Parties who engage in settlement
discussions following the filing of an informal complaint sometimes ask the
Commission to extend the six- month deadline for converting to an Informal
complaInt. MORD usually issues letters granting such requests in order to give
the parties more time to pursue the settlement option.

(

F. Requests for extension of Time. SChedule Changes and Other Ministerial
Matters: MORD occasionally receives routine requests regarding: extensions of
time to submit papers or to serve discovery; requests to change meeting dates;
permission to file a motion, and other ministerial matters. MDRD releases letters
rulings on such requests.
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EXHIBIT 20

..
Clarity on personnel Actions:
A. Actions that require gpproval bv DAn 6anzalez;
1. Outside Hires (all sources, federal government only, etc.):
a. posting$, re-postings:
b. all selection.
Internal postings:
a. Promotions beyond the FPL, example 65-4 OAC to SA 65-5,65--14 to 65-15, upward

2.

mobility, etc.:
i. partings, re-postingS:
ii. all selections.
b. To seek all, ony or specific candidates:
i.

postings 11 re-postings:

ii. all selections.

c. Informational postings and selections requi~cd by NTEU.
3. Details:
a. Within B/O:
b. Betw~ BIOs.
4.

Reassignments:
a.. Bargaining Unit (w/NTEU OK):
b. Managerial/Supervisory;
.
c. Non-Bargaining UnitlNon-ManageriaIlSupervisory.

5. Accretions: all.
6. Student appointments (required yearly).
7. Co-op conversions.
8. part-time to fun-time and full-time to part-time.

9. Paid student volunteers.
10. Volunteers under the •Gifts Ac~.

,. Action that DO NOT require approval

by Dcm 6on2:alez:

11. career ladder promotions up to the position's FPL.

<--

12. Unpaid student volunteers.

GRS-4369

EXIllBIT21

From:
Sent
To:

catherine Deaton
Friday,Mar 18,2007 12:45 PM

&

SUbject
Importance:

.! T

f
NO CONTACT WITH oTHeR BUREAUS
High

Please Heed and Follow:
REMINDER DO NOT GO DIRECTLY TO OTHeR BUREAUS FOR CONTACTS/ANSWERS
. MIGHT HAVE.
If you need asslstance, pleaSe come to me. I wlllgo up the chain for you.
This even goes for Intemal EB-HQ contacts, you must not go direct
Come to me.
You can continue to talk to other EB Agents In field offices however.
You can continue to make direct contact with EDG too.
ThankS for your coopel'Btion.
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TO ANY QUESTIONS YOU

EXHIBIT 22

'and papers

"if

'z

Yesterday. George Williams~ Anne 'Levinet Dan Hodes, John scott, Andy wiset
Dan Bring. and Tom TanasoV1ch met with Judl and Marcia to discuss a number
of issues at one of our periodic Economist/Analyst meetings.
For those of you who did not attend our meeting (Scott Roberts. Daniel
Shiman t and Jane Frenette) we need to pass along a most important recent
directlve regarding work that has not been formally authorized by the Media
Bureau Front office and reiterate a few other related points.
. ,..
You may not work on anything oth.er than your current official work projects,
wllich means you .can't lise'dowritimein the office to create "ossible future
papers or ,resenu1;10ns.on any topic. This rule holds true for any. work,
incl~ding researth and papers, you may have previously worked on ~~ring your
work 'hours.
If you are doing any work other than work on the formally assigned projects,
you should stop as of today. Projects that were authorized in the past are
not necessarily considered to be authorized at this time. YOU should not
undertake any work besides the official projects you have been assigned as
part of the Division's on-going proceedin~s (current price survey
p-roceedings~ competition report, quadrenn1al review, localism in radio
(Edison proJeg¥~t quick turnaround data requests) W1thout getting an OK from
the MB Front
ce via Royce, Judy, or Marcia. we are available to discuss
any such projects and the proper procedures for seeking approval.
Also, as a reminder, we want to reiterate that you can't send anything out
for publication, or present at a conference. without management approval!
which at minimum means MB Front office approval. Finally, we want to aga1n
emphasize that you can't use any data you acquire from your work at the FCC
to write papers (or to update/revise previously written papers) on your own
time without explicit approval.
Thank you for your cooperation. please let us know if you have any concerns
or questions about these issues.
Marcia and Judy
.**Non-Public - For xnternal use only**-
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